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FELLOWS OF THE AMERICAN WATCHMAKERS INSTITUTE 

Editorial 
Think about good times and bad times. Think about slumps in 
the economy and acceleration of the economy. Now think about 
watch repair and clock repair. 

Suppose the economy takes a turn for the worse. Assume that 
you have been taking a particular repair in for $50.00 and that ten 
possible repair customers find their way into your store or shop. 
Should you decrease your cost to $40.00 per repair or should you 
hold fast at $50.00? 

If you charge $40.00 and take in every repair you will gross 
$400.00. If you charge $50.00 and lose two of the repairs you 
will gross $400.00. 

If you lower your prices to $40.00, how can you justify charging 
$50.00 a short time ago? Will it be acceptable to raise your 
prices to $50.00 at a later date? Or how can you warrant holding 
the price at $50.00 when the economy is sliding? 

Our astute and knowledgeable membership will let us know. 

On the Front 

Snow-capped peaks foretell the mantle of 

snow that will soon cover this peaceful 

mountain scene for the Winter. 



The Answer To Timing 
Machine Problems 
It's About Time!!! 

Quartz Timer TD4 

$ 54500 TERMS AVAIL. 

The Instant Time Tester for Quartz Timepieces 

• Measures time for accuracy in just one second 

• Automatic frequency selection 32KH2 or 4.19 MHZ 

• Easy to read LED digital (one inch high) 

• Fully automatic, simply place timepiece on testing area 

• Flashing indicator facilitates optimum position on machine 

• Compact 7Vi" x 4Vi" x 31/.i" for use on any small surface. 

• High frequency quartz oscillator (5.256 MHZ) 
gives precise readings 

Quartz Mechanical Timer QM T9 

$79500 

TERMS AVAIL. 

The best available watch timer today tests: 

• Mechanical clocks and watches. 
All vibrations are detected automatically. 

• All kinds of quartz clocks and watches. 
Also with programmable frequency devider. 

• Adjustable measuring time period from 2 sec. up 
to 510 sec. in steps of 2 sec. 

• Three different microphones available as 
standard. Acoustic-electromagnetic-electrostatic. 

• Large digital display with clear, separate sign. 
Range:.±. 199,99 sec/day maximum. 

• Analog display for time-saving rapid adjustment 
and probable-free incoming inspection. 

• RESET for time-saving test. 

PLEASE SEND ---- - - - - . PLEASE CALL WITH MORE INFORMATION. AREA CODE ___ ---- - ---

NAME --- ------------------- ---- - ---- - - --

ADDRESS ---- ---- ------- ---- ---- - ---- - -----

CITY ______ ____ __ STATE --- ---- - ---- ZIP --------

* Esslinger & Cb. 
P.O. BOX 43561 ST. PAUL, MN 55164 
NATIONAL WATS-ORDERS ONLY - 800-328-0205 
MINNESOTA WATS-ORDERS ONLY - 800-392-0334 
INQUIRIES-INFORMATION - 612-452-7180 



President's Message/Marshall Richmond 

~~ uy American" ... this is a phrase that we hear al-
most daily, but I am beginning to wonder: is this 

-""""'.__.._, completely possible? Many years ago watches that 
were produced one hundred percent disappeared from the 
market. We had good watches made in the American factories 
that could be repaired by local watchmakers, but shortly 
after World War II the American factories started to disappear 
one by one, they then had imported movements cased and 
timed in the United States. These were also repairable by local 
watchmakers. It seems now that all watches in the U.S. are 
imported complete, and mechanical watches are all but ex
tinct, due largely to the wide availability of quartz digitals 
and quartz analogs. This transition has been a monumental 
task for watchmakers to learn new skills and for the American 
Watchmakers Institute to come up with available training 
programs to meet the needs of these watchmakers so they can 
properly service the new watches. So far the Institute has 
done an excellent job in furnishing such training, and plans are 
continuing on the expansion of the educational programs to 
be offered. 

I have always tried to buy American-made products, 
but in recent years with a so-called "American-made" colOr 
television, I find that although it was partly assembled in the 
U.S., all its components have been imported. I purchased an 
American name in a sewing machine for my wife only to find 
when we unpacked it that it was made in Poland. A neighbor 
recently bought a new farm tractor with a popular American 
name, discovering later when it needed repairs that it was 
made in the Soviet Union . Articles of clothing that I would 
assume were American-made purchased from reputable stores 
have labels stiched in normally unseen places with the name 
of the country where they were made. Some of these were 

not American-made. It seems to be the same story with 
automobiles ... cars sold by the big three automakers as 
"American-made cars" contain many imported parts which 
show up when they later need to be replaced. Many of these 
parts are marked with the country of their manufacture. 
The cause of this is anyone's guess; labor blames management, 
management blames labor, and they both blame the govern
ment, but it is apparent that the unemployment rate could 
be greatly lessened or completely wiped out if we could find 
a solution to this problem. 

·I have always had a strong feeling to buy American
made goods as much as possible and I still feel this way. 
Hopefully something will happen that will get America to 
produce the complete products on the market so we can buy 
good old American quality with articles that can be serviced, 
repaired or maintained in a practical manner. It was only a 
few years ago that we could service a $19 .9 5 watch, make a 
profit and have a satisfied customer. Some of today's throw
away watches cost even $50 to $100, and after a year of 
wear have to be thrown away due to the unavailability or 
high cost of parts. 

This is something that we Americans will have to do 
something about, for there is no practical way that legisla
tion will cure such a gigantic problem and I am not sure that 
government meddling has not greatly contributed to caus
ing it. Although the American Watchmakers Institute cannot 
solve this problem, it can show watchmakers how to live and 
work with it and continue to make a good living. Positive 
thinking by A WI and you craftsmen can continue to fore
cast a bright future for our profession. 

BB PERFIT FLAT FANCY SHAPE MINERAL CRYSTALS 
FOR NEW QUARTZ WATCHES 

ORDER FROM YOUR WATCH MATERIAL 
SUPPLIER TODAY! 
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AMERICAN PERFIT CRYSTAL CORP 
_ 653 Eleventh Ave., 

New York, N.Y. 10036 . 



The two perfect machines for testing both watch 
technologies. Available together at a tremendous price 
savings, or by individual purchase. 

The new Vibrograf MH-600 is the ultimate 
mechanical watch testing machine. Completel·Y 
redesigned inside and out. The MR-600 incorporates 
the latest in electronics and soft touch controls for 
quickly measuring the rate, beat, and diagnosing the 
faults of watch movements. Features new printout 
motor system with two escap® servo electronic 
motor controls. 

The new Vibrograf M-90 launches a new generat ion 
of quartz watch test ing machines. Designed for 
simplicity and ease of operation, its highly selective 
built-in sensing devices, and high-performance 
measurement systems ensure reliable and precise 
results on all tuning fork and quartz movements 
(including latest types from Switzerland and the Orient). 

Vibrograf M-90 incorporates integrated sensors, 
single control button, LED spot function indicators, 
automatic sensitivity adjustment, plus more. 

See them now. Contact your local Portescap U.S. 
salesman for a free demonstration in your place of 
business at no obligation. Easy payment terms and 
trade-in allowances available. 

Vibrograf MR-600 and M-90-an unbeatable 
machine combination for measuring and diagnosing 
time now, and in the future. 

VIBROGRAF MACHINE DIVISION 
6 Ohio Drive, Lake Success, N.Y. 11042 (516) 437-8700 

0 Portescap U.S. 
manufacturers of incabloc•' and Vibrograf 



Bench Tips/ Joe Crooks 

I 

Some Hoosier Hints 

his month 's bench tips are 
taken from the Watchmakers 
Association of Indiana. They 

were published in their August issue of 
the Hoosier Watchmakers, under ''Bill's 
Hints" by Bill Lewis. 

Our Executive Secretary, Mr. 
Milton Stevens, sent them to me and 
suggested I might want to consider some 
of them in the Bench Tips Column. 
When "Uncle" Milt suggests, I consider! 

I'm sure the Hoosier Watch
makers would like to share tips with 
their fellow watchmakers of the USA
so here we go I 

These tips were from Stan 
Bloch: 

When you have completed the 
service on a lower medium grade mech
anical watch, always advance the timing 

slightly when you are regulating on the 
timing machine. You will have less chance 
of receiving complaints. Most people 
prefer their watches to gain than to 
lose time. 

File the inside points of your 
working tweezers slightly criss-cross 
fashion with a small triangular file. This 
gives a better grip on small items such as 
screws, etc. 

Stan, I don't mean to be face
tious with you about the tweezer tip, 
but there is a better way to remove the 
slick polished finish from wear on the 
inside of tweezers. Files are ridged and 
it is easy to round the points of tweez
ers roughing the end side of tweezers 
with them. 

Electric point files are much 
better (not to be confused with auto 

point files). They are made from a 
flexible , plastic, abrasive material that 
leaves a sand finish on the inside of 
tweezers when stroked with a criss-cross 
motion from the back of each side, 
towards the points. 

Because the electric point file 
is flexible, it will not curl the points, 
but will actually remove rounded wear 
at the tips. 

This next tip comes from 
Tom Bellows: 

Get a portable hand vacuum 
cleaner and fit a loose piece of ladies' 
hosiery over the intake nozzle. This 
helps greatly in retrieving lost parts 
from the floor. 

(Continued on page 29) 

Ge1n City College · IF YOU'RE READING HOROLOGICAL TIMES, 
YOU SHOULD BE USING PM PRODUCTS 

The School with Time For You 
Choose courses in watch and/or clock repairing, engraving, jew
elry.<Jiamond setting or jewelry store management. 

Great Career Opportunities 
Work Anywhere 

Be A Professional 
Craftsman 

New classes begin every Monday throughout the year. 
Placement service for graduates. 

Write for Free Bulletin 

GEM CITY COLLEGE KANSAS CITY SCHOOL 
SCHOOL OF HOROLOGY 

Quine~, Illinois 62301 
(2 17) 222-039! 
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OF WATCHMAKING 
4528 Main S1 re e1 

Kansas City, Missouri 641 11 
(816) 931-5522 

ANNOUNCING THE 
1983 ANNUAL PM MOVEMENT SALE 

LA.S~\-\\ Grandmother - Grandfather - Mantle llt0 :1'vl)
8 t.JI0"1 Regulator - Wall - Ships Bell ~-1?~ 

Great Savings On All Types Of Movements .Jo ~Ii 
Specially Priced Clearance Items 

Contact your dealer for details or send SASE to address below. 

~7-r;~-~ocK~~l--P~Me;;;skyc;--
wATcH ITEM ... TELL f P.O. Box 104, Brookl~';j NY 11231 

YOUR DEALER TO I (212 l 875
.
2 5 

"GET IT FROM PMI." I Serving The Clock & Watch 
Industry For Over 40 Years 

I 
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WATCH 
BATTERY 

ON ALL MODELS LISTED 

SALE 

NOTE: THESE ARE FRESHLY STOCKED BATTERIES - NOT OLD STOCK 

EVEREADY 
NUMBER 

201 . . .. .. . 
301. ..... . 
303 ...... . 
309 ...... . 
313 ...... . 
323 ...... . 
325 ...... . 
343 ...... . 
344 ...... . 
350 ...... . 
354 ...... . 
355 ...... . 
357 ...... . 
362 ...... . 
364 ...... . 
366 ...... . 
371 ...... . 
381 ...... . 
384 ...... . 
386 ...... . 
387 ...... . 
388 ...... . 
389 ...... . 
390 ...... . 
391 ...... . 
392 ...... . 
393 ...... . 
394 . ..... . 
395 ...... . 
396 ...... . 
397 ...... . 
399 ...... . 
803 ...... . 

LIST 
PRICE 

3.44/ea ... . . 
1.56/ea ... . . 
1.86/ea .... . 
1.41/ea ... . . 
1.23/ea .... . 

. 96/ea .... . 
1.23/ea .... . 

. 96/ea .... . 
1.56/ea .... . 
1.62/ea .... . 
1.23/ea .... . 
3.00/ea .... . 
1.86/ea .... . 
1.17/ea ... . . 
1.17 /ea .... . 
1.14/ea .... . 
1.14/ea .... . 
1.17 /ea .... . 
1.02/ea .... . 
1.44/ea .... . 
1.56/ea . .. . . 
1.23/ea .... . 
1.26/ea .... . 
1.41/ea .... . 
1.14/ea .... . 

. 87/ea ... . . 
1.26/ea .... . 
1.32/ea .... . 
1.23/ea ... . . 
1.20/ea .... . 
1.23/ea .... . 
1.20/ea .... . 
1.44/ea .... . 

OUR 
PRICE 

5 PIECES 

2.02/ea .... . 
. 83/ea .... . 

1.00/ea .... . 
. 75/ea .... . 
.65/ea .... . 
. 51 /ea .... . 
. 65/ea .... . 
.51/ea .... . 
.83/ea .... . 
. 86/ea .... . 
. 65/ea .... . 

1.61/ea .... . 
1.00/ea .... . 

. 62/ea .... . 

.62/ea .... . 

.60/ea .... . 

.60/ea .... . 

.62/ea .... . 

.53/ea .... . 

.77/ea .... . 

.91/ea .... . 

.65/ea .... . 

.67/ea .... . 

.75/ea .... . 

.60/ea .... . 

.45/ea .... . 

.67/ea .... . 

.70/ea .... . 

.65/ea .... . 

.64/ea .... . 

.65/ea .... . 

.64/ea .... . 

.78/ea .... . 

OUR 
PRICE 

10 PIECES 

1.88/ea .... . 
.78/ea .... . 
.93/ea .... . 
.70/ea .... . 
. 61/ea .... . 
.48/ea .... . 
.61/ea .... . 
.48/ea .... . 
.78/ea .... . 
.81/ea .... . 
.61 /ea .... . 

1.50/ea ..... . 
.93/ea .... . 
.57 /ea .... . 
.57 /ea .... . 
.56/ea .... . 
.56/ea .... . 
.57/ea .... . 
.50/ea .... . 
.71/ea .... . 
.85/ea .. . . . 
.61/ea .... . 
.62/ea .... . 
.70/ea .... . 
.56/ea .... . 
.42/ea .... . 
.62/ea .... . 
.65/ea .... . 
.61/ea .... . 
. 59/ea .... . 
.61/ea .... . 
.59/ea .... . 
.73/ea .... . 

OUR 
PRICE 

CARTON 
OF 30 

1.75/ea .. . 
.72/ea .. . 
.86/ea .. . 
.65/ea .. . 
.57/ea .. . 
.44/ea .. . 
.57/ea .. . 
.44/ea .. . 
.72/ea .. . 
.75/ea .. . 
.57/ea .. . 

1.39/ea .. . 
.86/ea .. . 
.53/ea .. . 
.53/ea .. . 
.52/ea .. . 
.52/ea .. . 
.53/ea .. . 
.46/ea .. . 
.66/ea .. . 
.79/ea .. . 
.57/ea .. . 
.58/ea .. . 
.65/ea .. . 
.52/ea .. . 
.39/ea .. . 
.58/ea .. . 
.60/ea .. . 
.57/ea .. . 
.55/ea .. . 
.57/ea .. . 
.55/ea .. . 
.68/ea .. . 

SW EST 
NUMBER 

876-100-201 
876-100-301 
876-100-303 
876-100-309 
876-100-313 
876-100-323 
876-100-325 
876-100-343 
876-100-344 
876-100-350 
876-100-354 
876-100-355 
876-100-357 
876-100-362 
876-100-364 
876-100-366 
876-100-371 
876-100-381 
876-100-384 
876-100-386 
876-100-387 
876-100-388 
876-100-389 
876-100-390 
876-100-391 
876-100-392 
876-100-393 
876-100-394 
876-100-395 
876-100-396 
876-100-397 
876-100-399 
876-100-803 

CALL IN YOUR ORDER TOLL-FREE 
Texas to Dallas ...... .... .... ... ....... ... .. . . . .. ... . .. . . ..... 1-800-442-3092 
Nationally to Dallas ......... .. . . ...... . ... .... . .. ....... . ...... 1-800-527-5057 

§ 

~ 
Georgia to Atlanta ........... . . .... . . . . . .. .. ..... .. .. . .. ....... 1-800-282-8958 l 
Nationally to Atlanta ....... . . .. ... . .. .... . . . .... .. .. . . ........ 1-800-241-5738 
California to Glendale ... ...... . .. .. .. . . . ... .. ....... . ..... ..... 1-800-232-2136 
Western U.S. to Glendale ..... .... . . ... ........ . .... .. .. .. .. .. . .. 1-800-423-2706 

®0 
1 

DEPT HT § 
§ l)lUMl INC.> Corporate Office: 10803 Composite Dr., Dallas, TX 75220 J 
~.Q><b>~~~~~~~~~<Q>~<Q>"°"' 



TecWATCHES © 1983 

By Archie B. Perkins, CMW, FNAWCC 
(All rights reserved by the author) 

HOW TO USE 
The Modern Watchmaker's Lathe ©

1983 

common problem encountered 
by the watchmaker is one or 
both pivots broken on the pallet 

arbor. This is not usually caused by 
dropping the watch but by carelessness 
on the part of the watchmaker or some
one going into the watch that was not 
qualified to do so. It is very easy to bend 
or break a pallet arbor pivot when lifting 
the pallet bridge to remove the pallet 
fork from the watch, especially if the 
bridge is not lifted evenly. The pallet 
arbor pivots can easily become broken 
on an 18 size full plate watch as it is 
being assembled or disassembled. The 
reason for this is that the end of the 
pallet fork is restricted between the up
per plate and the potence which is 
fastened to the under side of the upper 
plate. If care is not used when the assem
bly and disassembly is done, there is 
danger of bending or breaking a pallet 
arbor pivot. 

If a pivot becomes broken 
on a pallet arbor, the watchmaker has 
four choices to correct the situation: 

1. The pallet arbor can be re
placed if a new one is available. 

2. The old pallet arbor can be 
repivoted. 

3. A new pallet arbor can be 
made. 

4. The complete pallet can be 
replaced if available which is very ex
pensive in most cases. 
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Part XIV 

There are times when a new 
pallet arbor must be made. For example, 
a pallet arbor may be rusty and both 
pivots damaged beyond use and a new 
arbor or pallet is not available. Many of 
the old antique pocket watches have 
no material available which requires 
material to be made. 

To make a new pallet arbor, 
first it must be determined if the ar
bor is threaded or friction style. Usu
ally if the arbor is threaded, two or 
three threads can be seen above the top 
of the pallet fork; whereas, if the arbor 
is a friction style, no threads will be 
seen. Let us assume that the watch is 
a very high grade watch with cap jewels 
on both ends of the arbor. This would 
mean that the arbor would have conical 
shouldered pivots with oil grooves back 
of the pivots on both ends. Also, the 
arbor is a threaded style. To remove 
the arbor from the pallet fork, the low
er end of the arbor is chucked in the 
lathe and the pallet fork is unscrewed 
from the arbor. A sketch should be made 
of the pallet arbor, the same as when 
making a balance staff. It would be 
desirable to make the arbor from blue 
steel rod except that blue steel is diffi
cult to thread due to its hardness. Watch 
factories usually make the arbors from 
annealed high carbon steel rod. The 
pivots are left oversized until the arbors 
are hardened and tempered, then the 

pivots are brought to size. This method 
helps keep the pivots from becoming 
damaged during the hardening process. 
Another method that can be used by the 
watchmaker is to use annealed high 
carbon drill rod, and after the part to 
be threaded is turned down and thread
ed, the material is hardened and tempered 
to blue, then the rest of the arbor is 
made. This is the method we will use to 
make this arbor. 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 



To make the arbor, first select a 
piece of soft high carbon steel drill rod 
which has a diameter that is slightly larger 
than the hub diameter of the old pallet 
arbor. The length of the rod should be 
two or three times longer than the old 
arbor. Now, chuck the rod up true in the 
lathe and turn down for the thread as 
shown in Figure 1. A die or screw plate is 
now selected which has a hole that 
matches the thread on the old pallet 
arbor. Then the turned-down portion of 
the rod is threaded to fit the hole in the 
pallet fork as shown in Figure 2. After 
the thread has been cut, the rod is hard
ened and tempered to dark blue. Note: 
Before the rod is heated for hardening, 
the threaded portion should be wrapped 
with fine iron binding wire to build this 
part up so it is about the same diameter 
as the rest of the rod. This helps to pro
tect the delicate thread as well as to help 
keep it from warping during the harden
ing process. To harden the rod, warm it in 
the alcohol flame, then place the rod 
into a pan of boric acid powder so a uni
form coating of powder will adhere to 
its surface. Now, reheat the rod uniform
ly to a medium cherry red color. Then 
the rod is quenched, large end first, into 
a jar of water. The rod must still be 
medium cherry red when it is quenched. 
The water should be about room tem
perature. The rod is now checked with a 
fine file to determine if it is hard. If it 
is not hard, the process is repeated until it 
is hard. Then the binding wire is un
wound from the threaded part of the rod 
and the rod is cleaned with fine emery 

Figure 3 

Figure 4 

paper. After this, the rod is tempered to a 
dark blue color. This is done by placing 
some clean white sand into a small metal 
pan, then the rod is placed on top of the 
sand, and the pan is heated until the rod 
turns to the desired blue. 

Now, chuck the rod up true in 
the lathe, leaving enough extending from 
the chuck so the complete arbor can be 
made without disturbing the rod in the 
chuck. Make sure the threaded portion 
runs true before proceeding with the 
completion of the arbor. 

Next, the unneeded part of the 
thread is removed with the graver as is 
shown in Figure 3. Next, a sapphire bur
nisher can be used to grind and burnish 
this surface smooth, as shown in Figure 4. 
Then the surface is polished with Linde A 
or Diamantine on a boxwood slip or a slip 
made from a piece of large French peg
wood. 

After this , the upper pivot is 
turned, ground and polished to size as 
shown in Figure 5. See the August, 1983 
Horological Times "Technically Watches" 
column on how to make and finish 
pivots. 

The next step is to turn the oil 
groove at the base of the pivot as shown 
in Figure 6. 

Then the oil groove is ground 
and burnished with a sapphire burnisher 
as shown in Figure 7, and polished with 
Linde A on a boxwood slip. 

Now, proceed to make the lower 
end of the pallet arbor. Figure 8 shows 
how the hub of the pallet arbor is formed 
by first turning the proper angle for the 

o and then using a sapphire burnisher 
to grind the hub smooth, t11en polishing 
with Linde A and boxwood. Note: Any 
time the sapphire burnisher is used, it 
should be kept clean and lubricated by 
wiping it often with a clean piece of cloth 
or facial tissue saturated with thread 
cutting oil. By using this procedure, 
the burnisher does a much better job; 
that is, the burnisher cuts faster and 
leaves a smoother surface. 

After the hub of the pallet arbor 
has been finished, then the lower end of 
the arbor is turned down and the lower 
pivot is turned as shown in Figure 9. The 
lower portion and the pivot are left slight
ly oversized at this time, as they will be 
brought to size and finished after the 
arbor is reversed in the chuck for finish
ing the lower end. 

(Continued on next page) 

Figure 5 

Figure 6 

Figure 7 

Figure 8 

Figure 9 
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TECHNICALLY WATCHES 
(Continued from page 9) 

Figure 10 shows the pallet arbor 
chucked for finishing the lower end. To 
finish the lower end, the following steps 
are used. First, grind and polish the lower 
pivot. Then turn the diameter of the 
lower end and turn the bottom of the 
hub flat. Now grind, burnish, and polish 
this section. After this, the oil groove is 
turned, ground and polished. This com
pletes the steps used in making a high 
grade threaded pallet arbor. 

There are times when the watch
maker has a need to make a friction 
style pallet arbor. Making a friction pallet 
arbor is less complicated than making a 
threaded style. A friction style arbor 
is usually made from blue steel staff and 
pivot wire. 

Figure 10 

The steps used to make a fric
tion pallet arbor are shown in Figure 11. 
First, select a piece of blue steel pivot 
wire which has a diameter that is at least 
as large as the hub on the old pallet arbor. 
Note: Blue steel staff and pivot wire can 
be bought from your local watch material 
distributor. The number is 49-106. Blue 

Figure11 

steel can be made by the watchmaker by 
using the process described in the August, 
1983 Horological Times, "Technically 
Watches" column, page 16. The blue steel 
wire selected is chucked up true in the 
lathe and the end of the wire is turned to 
a point as shown in View A, Figure 11. 

Next, the wire is turned down 
to fit the hole in the pallet fork as is 
shown in View B, Figure 11. This portion 
should have a slight taper to it, about 
0.02 mm. The fit in the pallet fork 
should be such that when the pallet is 
placed on .the arbor with the tweezers, it 
should go into the arbor leaving a space 
between the pallet and the seat for the 
pallet equal to about one-half the thick
ness of the pallet at its hole. This gives 
assurance that the arbor will be tight in 
the pallet when it is pressed in. Note: If 
a high grade pallet arbor is being made, 
it can be burnished with the sapphire 
burnisher and polished; otherwise, it can 
just be turned smooth with a smooth 
graver. 

Next, the upper pivot is turned, 
ground and polished to size. This is 
shown in View C, Figure 11. Then the 

corner of the pivot shoulder is beveled 
at a 45° angle. See August, 1983 Horo
logical Times, "Technic~y Watches" 
column, on how to make pivots. Since 
this arbor has square shouldered pivots, 
this indicates that there are no cap 
jewels on the pallet arbor. Conical shoul
dered pivots need cap jewels to control 
the end thrust on the arbor. This re
duces the friction on the arbot and is 
usually done in high grade watches. 

The next step shown in View 
D, Figure 11 is to mark off the thick
ness of the arbor hub and tum down the 
lower end of the arbor just back of the 
hub. This part is left slightly oversized 
to be brought to size after the arbor is 
cut off and chucked on the upper end. 
After the lower end is turned down, then 
it is cut off with the graver at the dotted 
lines shown at "a," View D, Figure 11. 
The lower end is left slightly too long to 
allow for making the lower pivot. Any 
excess material can be removed when the 
pivot is made. If the arbor is cut off too 
short, then it cannot be used. 

After the arbor has been cut off, 
it is chucked in the lathe by the upper 
end as is shown in View E, Figure 11. 
Before doing any work on the lower 
end, make sure that the arbor runs true. 
Now turn, grind and polish the lower 
pivot. Then turn the lower end to dia
meter and at the same time square up 
the bottom of the hub and bevel the 
corner of the shoulder of the pivot. If 
the body of the arbor is to be finished, 
it should then be burnished with the 
sapphire burnisher and then polished. 
This completes the operations of making 
a friction style pallet arbor. 

"How to Use the Modern 
Watchmaker's Lathe" will continue next 
month. 

AMa1CAN WATCHMHlllS INsmun 
1983 

This is to Certify that 
Your AW/ membership card signifies that you are 
entitled to the many services offered by your associ
ation. However, we must have the correct informa
tion from your card to be able to serve you most 
efficiently. 

JOBlf A. DOE 

The illustration below points out the important, 
coded information on the right side of your member
ship card. Always use your AW/ membership number 
when corresponding or ordering from A WI. 
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000 SMITH ST. 
JIOIBERE, OH 12345 

Membership 
Nun1ber 

Certification 
Number 

Type of 
Certification 



QUARTZ ANALOG MOVEMENTS NOW AVAILABLE 
1. All movements include hour wheels and battery straps 

(when applicable). 
2. Stems and batteries are subject to availability. 
3. Movements do not include dial or hands. 

MOV EMENT SI ZE Itl SPEC !AL SUITABLE 
~ L!GNES ~ .J!Qill_ SUBSTITUTE fnR illI 

5590 11 1/2 5.0 mm Day-Date, 3 Hand $18 . 00 

32002 5 l/Z X 6 3/4 3.S"" 2 Hand Bulova ZS00.10 18. 00 

32003 6 3/4 x 8 '3.5 mm 2 Hand, Crownles~. 18.00 
Electric Setting 

Clthen 933 8 3/4 5.0 ... Dly-Da te, 3 Hand 18. 00 

Citizen 855 10 1/2 5.0 nm Day-Date, 3 Hand IA.DO 

Clti z•n 1305 3 3/4 x 10 2.5 "" Z Hand C1t1zen 13DOA ' 1301A 30.00 

Citizen 2005 10 1/2 4.0 nm Day-Date, 3 Hand lR.00 

Cit izen l!JJ S 6 3/4 x 8 3.1 nn 3 Hand 18.00 

Citi zen 2105 10 l/2 4.0 mm Day-Date, 3 Hand 18.00 

CHh•n 3225 5 1/Z X 6 3/4 2.8 ... z Hand Y590 18 . 00 

Citizen 8300 5 1/2 x 6 3/4 3. 7 mm 2 H•nd is .no 

[ J JO lZ · 6 . 0 .. Day-Date, 3 Hand 18.00 

ESA 900-231 11 1/2 4.4 11111 Digital/Analog 18.00 

CSA 9222 6' 3/4 X B 4. 6 .. 2 Hand Remex 132 • 001 16 . 00 

ETA 927. IOI 5 1/2 x 6 3/4 3. 6 mm 3 Hand IB. 00 

flff 102. 001 3 3/4 x 10 3.5 - 2 ~and FHF 59 & FHF 59-21 30.00 

FHF 963 . 123 11 1/2 4 .0 "'" Oay-Oate 1 3 Hand 18,00 

111~10 672. 6 3/4 x 8 3.4 - z Hand Ronda 672 16 . 00 

Harley 3672 6 3/4 x 8 2. 7 nm 2 Han d 18 . 00 

lllrlev 3872 8 3/4 2.6 - 2 Hand lA . 00 

DIGITAL & QUARTZ WATCH REPLACEMENT PARTS ORDERING 
Zantech carries a lull hne or quartz watch parts. Because ol the changing puce and availability of lhese watch 
parts. they have been pu l in lheir own parts catalog which will be updated periodically. We will also be sending 
out occasional calalog additions and sales flyers. 

SPECIAL ORDERING PROCEDURES 
Seiko: When ordering any Seiko parts, allot the number& on the caaoback must be given Prices 

are available: Call ror quotation. Com.plalo modules ato not lt.\'a1lable . 
SPECIAL ORDERS ARE NOT REFUNDABLE OA RElURNAllLE! 

Casio: Cas~ P\1115 wlth th.o oxc.op11on 01 c..rcuJI txuuoa: a.nd comr;ite10 modules .Ql'(1 now a ... ;\llnbkJ 
ltOM Za.ntoch When 01dnnng those parts SMld 011 ol tho numbf#Js on Iha cas~c:Jc TM 

:::,.~~'::t1~':.r:ro~"r:;:~ :":1::::~~=,~~~":1 ~~~~:, ~~c~ 'a': :~~~300~~: 
Pt"a.so W:ILHSO lhctse alSO.. 

Armllron: Wri.an O(diar·mg Arfl'li lron pans, Lhe caseback number and module number (when available) 
sllcutd llO f>4'0YidoG. A caseback number is a two dig1l number followed t:y a hyphen and 
tour dlgll nufl'!bot The module number will usually follow thrs number 1n parenl heses. 
E .. mpl~, <O-Gl)<)S (HD3SO). 

77 SHADY LANE • TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 08619 • (609] 586-5088 

All prices subject to change without notice . 

CALL FOR AVAILABILITY 

MOVEMENT SIZE IN SPECIAL SUITABLE 
...!i!!!!ill... -1.!.l!ill. ~ .J!Qill_ SUBSTITUTE FOR COST 

H•rley 3972 11 1/2 2.6 mm 2 Hand lB.00 

PUW 532 6 J/4 x 8 3. 5 '"" z Hand 16.00 

PUW 6f;3 11 1/2 3.6 mm Day-Date, 3 Hand 18 .00 

PUW 683A 11 1/ 2 3.6 ""' Day-Dote. 3 Hand, 18. 00 
Ahm 

PUW 801 12 x 12 3. 7 nm Digital/Analog 18.00 

PUW 900 6 3/4 x 0 2.5 11111 3 Hand 18. llO 

PUW 910 6 3/4 x 8 2 . 5 mm 2 Hand -1e . oo 

Rernex 6641 11 1/2 4.0 mm Calendar, 3 Hand 18,00 

Rico 0190 II 3/4 4.3 mm Day-Date. 3 Hand 18 . 00 

Rico 580 11 1/ 2 4.8 "" Dav- Date 3 Hand 18.00 

Rondo 377 11 1/ 2 4.3 11111 Da y- Dat e, 3 Hand 18. 00 

Ronda 1171 11 1/2 5.1 "' Oay-Oote, 3 Hand 18.00 

Ronda 1377 13 1/2 6. I nm Day- Date, 3 Hand 18 . 00 

Sei ko/Pulsar s 1/2 x 6 3/4 3. 0.., 3 Hand 18. 00 
Y432 

Seiko/Pulsar 6 3/4 x 8 2 .8 mm 2 Hand 16 . 00 
Y480 

Se i ko/Pulsar 6 3/4 x 8 2.8 "" 3 Hand 16.00 
Y481 

Seiko/Pulsar 11 1/2 4 .6 llVll Day-Date, 3 Hand 18. 00 
Y573 

Elgin/Waltham: When ordering any ElginfWallham pan. all of lhe numbers on lhe caseback must be given. 

Zantech is now stocking C111zen modules and parts. When ordenng module parts specify 
lhe module caliber number followed by an accurate description of the part needed. 

Citlun: 

The module caliber number 1s engraved on either the main plate, train wheel bridge, or 
module cover 

The module caliber number 1s shown in lhe lorm o/ 4 d1g11s or 4 digits loUowed by a leller 
Example 7200 7200A 

COMPONENT PARTS OF WATCHCASE (Sultons, Lens Cryslal, elc.) 

When ordering parts or a watchcase, specily the watchcase code number followed by an accur
ate descnpt1on of lhe parl needed. 

The watchcase code number 1s engraved on lhe caseback 

The walchcase code number is usually shown 1n the form ol 7 digits. starting wilh lhe number 
4. but some code numbers use the module code number ms1ead of the number 4. 
Example 4-710371 , 9010 - 710371 

The walchcase code number may some11mes be shown on the inner side of lhe case back 

If case module number is not available, submit a photo copy of the warch or module/movement and describe 
the part required. or send the warch or module/movement to us for identification. 

Phone or write for a picture catalog of quartz analog and digital movements. 



THE KO 
By Fred S. Burckhardt 

Meeting and Beating Competition 
Part 3 

n order to meet your competition effectively, you 
must price your goods according to what you must 
receive for them in order to satisfy the following 

requirements: 
1. COST. This is the cost of the item including ship

ping or any other charges: in other words, the actual amount 
it cost to get the item into your store or shop. For example, 
let's say you buy an item that cost you $50.00. When it 
arrives at your place, you find a surcharge of $.79 and $3.95 
for handling, postage and insurance. If you sell this item, 
using only the $50.00 figure for what you thought was cost, 
you '11 be losing money. 

2. OPERA TING EXPENSES. This is your cost of 
doing business-salaries, rent, taxes advertising, etc. Each item 
must have included in its pri.ce its share of operating expenses. 

3. A FAIR ET PROFIT. This is what you have left 
over, or hope to have left over, after everything else is paid. 
If you go through the whole year having gotten nothing more 
from the busin.ess than your regular salary, then you've made 
ziltch fo r a net profit. 

As an example, using these three factors, well arrive 
at a selling price. Lets say your expenses are 25% and you 
want a net profit of 15%. Adding these two figures we see 
thai a 40% mark-up is needed. The wrong way to figure the 
price would be to add 40% to the cost. Using $50.00 as the 
cost , we'll see why ihis way of pricing is wrong: 

Cost of item ................... . .. $50.00 
Plus 40% mark-up ................ . .. $20.00 
Selling price ....................... $70.00 

If you sell it for this price, 
you'll end up with: 

Less cost ...... . . .. . ........ ...... $50.00 

Gross profit .......... .. ........... $20.00 
25% expenses ....... .. ...... . ...... $17 .50 
Net profit ........ ................. $2.50 
Desired net profit 15% ................ $10.50 

- $8.00 

As you can see, this way you'll be short $8.00, which means 
it comes out of your pocket-not overhead or cost. 
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Now, let's figure it out the correct way. Cost of 
the article is $50.00. Plus, we need a 40% mark-up. This means 
the cost will be 60% of the selling price. If we divide 100%
which would be the selling price of the item- by 60%-which 
is the cost of the item, we find that in order to make expenses 
and a net profit, the item must receive a 66-2/3% mark-up. 

Cost of item ....... ...... ...... .... $50.00 
Plus 66-2/3% mark-up ....... . .... ..... 33.33 
Selling price ............. . .......... 83 .33 
Less cost ......... . ................ 50.00 
Gross profit ................. . ...... 33.33 
25% expenses ....... . .... . .......... 20.83 
Net profit 15% ...................... 12 .50 

Now you are making enough to cover cost, expenses and a 
nice net profit. 

The MARK-UP CHART will show you how much 
percentage to add to the cost in order to come out like the 
example above. Some think that to keystone an item (double 
the price) will give a 100% profit, but as you can see, it will 
only give a 50% gross profit. To triple keystone an item will 
give a 66-2/3 gross profit. A gross mark-up of 100% or more 
is not possible. 

Of course pricing is much more complicated than 
this simple explanation, but regardless of the size of the store, 
these three factors are still the prime requisites. 

Please note that this is also a way to figure your re
pair prices. Instead of using the cost of the item, use what you 
figure your labor is worth plus expenses plus what you feel 
is a fair net profit . If you expect. your business to grow, the 
money for the growth will have to come from your labor (or 
cost factor) instead of from the ne t profit. You can only make 
a certain amount of money with your hands, so when figuring 
repair prices unless you add a fair net profit, it will mean that 
you have to work twice as hard, many more hours and eat 
beans du.ring your business growth years. 

Just a word about "keystone" prices. Many items in 
ths business are priced and pre-ticketed a.t a keystone mark-up. 
If you can afford to operate using this type of pricing fine. 
If not, maybe you should consider one of two alternatives. 



1. Change the price to where it will give you the margin 
of profit you need. This is not good as the item could be 
carried in many neighboring stores and sold at the price it is 
marked. As an example, we'll take the item we figured out 
earlier. As the figures show, instead of costing $50.00, it 
actually cost $54.74 (adding the surcharge, postage, etc.). 
If it is pre-ticketed at keystone , which would be $100.00, 
your gross profit would only be $45.26-not $50.00. The 
$4.74 has to come from somewhere. If your normal overhead 
expenses don't cover it, then the only place left is from your 
net profit. 

2. Stock a line that is not pre-ticketed so you can mark 
it the price you need in order to make the gross, and hence 
the net, profit that is necessary. Here again, many of the com
panies that sell pre-ticketed lines spend a bundle on adver
tising their product, making it easier to sell- sometimes. If 
this be the case, the increase in turnover of that particular 
product will make up for the smaller margin of profit. BUT, 
if you carry that line and it is being "footballed" all over the 
place (selling at less than the pre-ticketed price), you may find 
that in order to move it the price has to be lowered. Then 
you may only break even or lose money on it . In that case, 
the best thing is to move it out as quickly as possible, even 
at a loss. 

Many stores only handle items they price themselves. 
You may find the best selling watch line is the one on which 
you have your store's name and you set the selling price . There 
are also stores that handle "blind" items. These are items that 
the customer can't go out and shop for anywhere else . As long 
as they are of good quality, the customer gets his/her money's 
worth and you stand behind what you sell, that's all that 
matters. 

However you price your inventory, leave a slight 
margin to take care of any changes in price fluctuations. 
The gold market is a good example. A few dollars difference 
in the price of gold will not affect the retail price too much. 
A drastic change, such as we experienced a few years ago , 
will cause some concern. If the price goes up, many retailers 
will hesitate to raise their prices on items in stock, even though 
they know a higher cost will be necessary to replace the items. 
Others will change prices, even though it may cause an un
favorabl~ impression on those customers who priced the 
items before the increase . If the price were to take a large 

MARK-UP CHART 

% 1 2 3 4 5 6 
15 19 201/2 22 231/2 25 261/2 
16 201/2 22 231/2 25 261/2 28% 
17 22 231/2 25 261/2 28% 30 
18 231/2 25 26% 28% 30 311/2 
19 25 26112 28% 30 31112 33Y3 

20 26112 28% 30 31112 33~ 35Va 
21 28% 30 31112 33YJ 35Ya 37 
22 30 31112 33~ 35!--a 37 39 
23 31112 33~ 35Ys 37 39 41 
24 33'/3 35~ 37 39 41 43 
25 35'/a 37 39 41 43 45 

7 
28% 
30 
311/2 
33)3 

35~ 

37 
39 
41 
43 

45 
47 

drop, there will be those who will hesitate to reduce prices 
for fear of selling the higher-priced inventory at a lower price. 
On the other hand, if the prices were going down, wouldn't 
it be better to take the loss right away in order to move out 
the merchandise? The money could then be used to buy lower
priced merchandise on which you could make a better profit. 

Always remember: the longer you hold something in 
inventory, the more it is going to cost you and the less profit 
you'll make on it. Sometimes you may stock an item that 
your customers feel is priced too high for the value they'll 
receive. A slight reduction may be enough to get it out of 
stock. 

Pricing is a game. If you stocked exactly the same 
merchandise as every other store, everyone sold it at the same 
price and under the same exact conditions, and the supply 
and demand factors were equal, we would have what is termed 
"pure competition." Of course, such a thing has never, and it 
i_s doubtful it will ever, exist. If it ever came close, the first 
thing that would happen would be a reduction in the retail 
price. In this case, the only one who would profit is the one 
who could sell the most pieces which would help to increase 
his profit margin because of the turnover. 

Once you have set your prices, stick to them. Sell 
at the same price to everyone. Never be afraid to tell your 
customer that your prices are figured with a fair profit and 
that's what you have to sell it for in order to stay in business. 
If a customer should make you an offer, just say "We don't 
take offers in this store!" They'll either pay the price or walk. 
If they walk, you'll find that oftentimes they will return and 
pay what you asked. If not, don't cry about it. This type 
will never become a real customer anyway. Let the purvey
ors of inferior merchandise take care of them. This isn 't to 
say that your pricing shouldn't be flexible-for instance, if 
a customer has a trade-in or intends to buy in large quanti
ties. 

While on the subject of pricing, you may want to 
try a trick used by many of the large stores, especially de
partment stores. It's the ODD-PRICE type of pricing. For 
example, instead of pricing an article at an even $10.00, 
use $9.95 or end in an odd number like "88" or "97." This 
has a psychological effect upon customers as they feel the 
price has been cut to the lowest possible penny. This also 
works when pricing your repair. You'll find that customers 
(Continued on page 15) 

8 9 10 12 I 15 20 25 

30 311/2 33~ 37 43 54 661h 
311/2 33!3 3511 39 45 56% 691/2 

33Ys 35'18 37 41 47 58% 721/2 

35Ya 37 39 43 49% 61~ 751/2 

37 39 41 45 511/2 64 78112 

39 41 43 47 54 66% 81% 

41 43 45 49% 56% 69112 85% 

43 45 47 51112 58% 72112 88% 

45 47 49% 54 61~ 75112 92~ 

47 49% 51112 56% 64 78112 96 

49% 51112 54 58% 66}'3 81% 100 

Find expense percentage of selling price in first vertical 
left-hand column. Find profit percentage of selling price 
in horizontal column at top of chart. Percentage of cost 

that must be added to cost price is figure at intersection of 
horizontal line drawn through expense figure and vertical 
line drawn through profit figure. 
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Dorothy Aderman 

F uneral services for Dorothy Aderman were held 
October 18 in Hallandale, Florida. Mrs. Aderman was 
extremely active in the affairs of the American 

Watchmakers Institute and served the association in numerous 
capacities. She was a member of the A WI Board of Directors 
and served as Secretary, Treasurer and First Vice President 
over the years. 

She is survived by her husband, Clint, who is also 
a Past President of A WI. They have traveled many miles and 
contributed generously of their time to benefit their fellow 
craftsmen. They have been active in the affairs of the Great
er Miami and Broward County guilds as well as the Florida 
State Watchmakers Association and the national activities 
of the AWi. 

Mrs. Aderman was a full-time bench watchmaker. 
She received her training at the Elgin Watchmakers College 
under the direction of the late W. H. Samelius. Upon com
pletion of her academic courses she was employed in the 
Elgin Watch factory for a time. 

consin. 
Burial will be in her hometown of Shawano, Wis-

YOUR SEIKO 
HEADQUARTERS 

e WATCH BANDS 

e WATCH MATERIAL 

e CLASPS 

e LINKS 

e CASES 

e CRYSTALS 

e GASKETS 

e CROWNS 

JEWELMONT®~ ~ 
CORPORATION • _I 

(AREA CODE 612) 546-3800 
MINNESOTA WATS 800-742-0508 

NATIONWIDE WATS 800-328-0614 

800 BOONE AVENUE NORTH 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55427 
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Our Readers Write 

My application for membership and my check for 
$35.00 is enclosed. Thank you for your very prompt reply 
to my request for information. It was most helpful. As a mat
ter of fact, your prompt service is the reason for my enclosed 
application! 

Jack R. Lewis 
Seattle, Washington 

I would be lost without Horological Times, as it is a 
fine magazine. Good work and thanks! 

Michael L. Gerber 
Waunakee, WI 

It is great to have a group such as you, where we can 
go to get the straight facts. You are doing a great job. Many 
thanks. 

Daniel A. Spath 
Ellicott City, Maryland 

It's about iiJDe ... 
The Digital ~ 
Electronic · 

Watch 
Tum M. Hyltin 

Formerly of Texas Instruments 

224 pp .. 1iiu ' . li .\ 9 , SI9 95 

It's about time someone wrote a complete , non
technical guide to help you keep up with the digital 
watch revolution. Here, in this one book, you'll find all 
you need to know about how they work, how they're 
designed, and how to repair them. You really can't afford 
to be without this handbook, written by one of the 
original developers of electronic watches. 

Horological Tlme8 
PO Box 11011. Cincinnati. Ohio 45211 
Yes, please rush me "The Dif:!,ital Electronic Watch." lam enclosing 
$21.45 (cost $19.95 plus SJ.50 for postage) U.S. funds only. Please 
.allow approximately 4 weeks for delivery . Price subject to change. 

Nal1'1e --------------------

Address --------------------
City--------- Slate --- ZIP _ ____ _ 

Dept. BK·! 



ROCK QUARRY 
(Continued from page 13) 

will more readily okay the prices on crystals, crowns and dial 
refinishing if the price ends in an odd number. Sound silly? 
Try it and see if it works or not. 

In all your pricing, remember: the name of the game 
is to sell at a price that will yield the maximum net profit. 
This is what makes the difference between winners and losers. 

In closing, I would like to leave you with a little 
merchandising tip. Assuming that you have a counter for 
taking in repair work, use it to make some extra money. 
Make a small display of jewelry cleaner, with a hand-written 
sign, about the size of a business card, and just put JEWELRY 
CLEANER - $3.95, or whatever you sell it for. You'll find 
that you will sell more jewelry cleaner than you ever thought 
possible . Most customers use jewelry cleaner but never think 
about buying it. If you have it sitting on a back shelf where it's 
hard to see, it won't pay for the space it uses. 

This is an idea I got from an advertising seminar. 
The instructor told about an experiment he had conducted 
in a grocery store. Over the regular price, he put larger hand
written signs such as "X-BRAND COFFEE - $3.95 ." There 
was no reduction in price, just the sign. It resulted in an in
crease in sales and became the best-selling coffee line in the 
store during the experiment. When I got back to the store, 
I tried it with jewelry cleaner. It was moved from the back 
shelf, where it never sold more than a few dozen jars a year. 
Now, it's ordered two gross at a time , with the name im
printed free , and it's ordered two or three times a year. It 
also works for pearl cleaner, silver polish and especially 
during the Christmas season when small gift items are dis
played with a sign "STOCKING STUFFERS." You'll be 
surprised how many customers, waiting to leave or pick up 
repair work, will buy these articles. We 're not talking about 
"big bucks" here. We are talking about a large turnover with 
no time spent in selling-just taking the customer's money! 
Best of all, the more that sells , the less the overhead expen
ses, which means more net profit and that's the name of the 
game!!! 

21 North St. 
Middletown, NY 
10940 

C I mal~rial F & supply 
company 

A Division of Crystal Fitters, Inc. 

9, 4·343-4434 

Source for all your watch material, watchmaker 
and jewelry tools . Crystal fitting our specialty. 

Send for Catalog 
Bestfit - Vigor - G-S - Genuine material & crystals 

Send your questions with a stamped self addressed 
return envelope to: 

AWi Central 
P. 0. Box 11011 

3700 Harrison Avenue 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45211 

STAINLESS STEEL FLASKS SPRUE BASES 

Diam . Ht. Stock Price 
STANDARD TAPER 

(in.) (in.) No. Each Stock Price Stock Price 
No . Each No. Each 

1% 2% F-1 $5 .20 ST-1 $3.60 

1% 2% F-1A 5.20 ST-1 3.60 

2 2% F-2 3.00 S-2 $1.50 ST-2 1.50 
23/s 2% F-3 7.00 ST-3 3.60 
2% 2 F-4 3.05 S-4 1.35 ST-4 1.50 
2% 2% F-4A 3.25 S-4 1.35 ST,4 1.50 
2% 3 F-48 3.40 S-4 1.35 ST-4 1.50 

2% 4 F-4C 5.10 S-4 1.35 ST-4 1.50 

3 2% F-5 4.00 S-5 1.50 ST-5 1.50 

3 3 F-5A 4.20 S-5 1.50 ST-5 1.50 

3% 4 F-6 11.20 ST-6 1.90 

3% 2% F-7 4.30 S-7 1.50 ST-7 1.50 
3% 3 F-7A 4.50 S-7 1.50 ST-7 1.50 

3% 4 F-78 5.65 S-7 1.50 ST-7 1.50 

3% 5 F-7C 6.60 S-7 1.50 ST-7 1.50 

4 3 F-8 6.15 S-8 2.40 ST-8 2.25 

4 4 F-8A 6.40 S-8 2.40 ST-8 2.25 

4 5 F-88 7.15 S-8 2.40 ST-8 2.25 

4 5% F-8C 11 .60 S-8 2.40 ST-8 2.25 

4 6 F-80 9.75 S-8 2.40 ST-8 2.25 

5 7 F-9 15.00 S-9 2.25 ST-9 2.50 

COMPLETE TOOL CATALOG UNIVERSAL 
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST (Fits 2W', 3", 3112'') 

Prices are subject to change ST-457 2.10 

THE GOULD COMPANY 
13750 Neutron Rood • Dallas, Texas 75240 

CALL I Nationwide I Texas only 

TOLL-FREE! 800-527-4722 800-492-4104 
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Questions and Answers/ Henry B. Fried 

Henry B. Fried , CMW, CMC, FAW/ , FBHI 

" "I I? Which International s t . 

I recently examined what ap
peared to be an unusual watch. 
It did not have the usual hour 

and minute hand or customary face, 
but it did have the second hand. 

In researching, the information 
I had available I noticed there were two 
International Watch Companys listed. 
One was a Swiss Co. whknl am sure 
made this watch, as it was brought from 
Germany many years ago. 

Since the International Watch Co. 
(of Newark City, New Jersey, 1902-
1907) made only inexpensive nickel
plated watches, I believe this source 
can be eliminated. 

I have made a sketch of the watch 
in question with its description below the 
drawing. From this I hope you might give 
me some idea of the age and if it has 
some collector value. Thank you. 

ttltt6 E > 

Larry Gerber 
Duluth, MN 
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The International Watch Com
pany that made your watch is 
in Switzerland in the town of 

Schauffhausen, near Winterthur. They 
have been in business since the start of 
the last quarter of the 19th Century, 
founded by an American using USA 
methods; thus the '1ntemational. " 

Your watch is of the 1880 period. 
It is a fair item, and is a form of col
lectors' item. 

I have an antique pocket watch 
in for repairs that I would like 
some information on. The de

tails are as follows: 

* 22~ Ln. (50~ mm) 
* Chronograph with alarm (?) 
* On the dial is: 

CHRONOMETRRE 
REPETITION 

MAKE-/ nternationa/ Watch Co. 
Open Face - Double Back 
14K Gold Case - Case No. 27258 
Serial No. or Mov't. No. 11617 

Number of Jewels Not Indicated (3?) 

* Under the dial (under the 
rack) is: 

0342 Ste S .G .D .G. DRP 180 384 

28646 BREUETTATO R.A. 224 249 

* Near the stem: 
U.S. PAT 10 Sep 07 

PAT No. 14462/07 
* On the train side is: 867406 

The chronograph functions (start, 
stop , flyback) are accomplished with one 
action through a side button on the case. 
There is a slide on the case which pro
trudes through from the movement 
that actuates the alarm (?). 

The alarm has a single chime for 
each hour and a double chime for each 
¥,i hour (1 double for 15 minutes, 2 
double for 30 minutes, 3 double for 
45 minutes). 

The case is 18K gold hunter with 
a pool-shooting scene on the front. Inside 
on the lid is : 

Chronographe 
Repetition A Quarts 
Qualite Superieure 

Montre 
De Precisiv No. 91168 

Was this watch originally intended 
for a blind person? Or was this a 'gim
mick" of the day? Approximately when 
was it manufactured? Is it of all Ameri
can origin, or American/French? Any 
information will be appreciated. 

(Continued on page 20) 

W. A. Stancliff 
Atlanta, GA 



Another Great Borel Buy! 
Here are two popular quartz analog movements used by many of the major watch manufacturers, at a price 
about the same as or less than you'd pay for just the coil. Both movements have good parts availability and 
are repairable. In many cases you'll find it more practical and more profitable to replace, rather than repair a 
malfunctioning movement. 

ESA 961.GG1 
ouartz Analog Movement 

Battery Included 

(Dial foot has to be shortened, before installation.) 
Replaces Font 60 and Font 69 

Other available movements: 
102.001 33/4 x 10L 
301 .001 51/2 x 63/4L 
950.001 n{i L 

$27.00 
16.00 
32.00 

BAnERY HATCH 
GASKETS 
We have just received these 
two assortments of Battery 
Hatch Gaskets from Switzer
land. One has 50 assorted 
pieces of the 0-ring type, 
and the other has 25 assort
ed pieces of the flat type. 

# 1 -Asst. - Flat Rubber Gaskets (25 pieces) $ 4.95 
# 2 -Asst. - 0-Ring Gaskets (50 pieces) 4.95 

_ . ....-

DESIGNERS 
CASE·TOP INSERT 
SCREWS & RIVETS 
Find just one 
screw or rivet for 
two different jobs 
and you've paid 
for the entire 
100 pieces. 

# 3-Asst. of screws and rivets $ 4.95 

watch Movement 
HOLDERS 

Plastic adapters allow you to fit a 
smaller movement into a larger case. 
Several to fit 51/2, 63/4, 73/4, 83/4, 111/2 
line movement to larger case sizes. 
Trim to size. 

# 4-Asst. of plastic movement $ 4.95 
I 

NATIONAL TOLL·FREE ORDER SERVICE 
1 800·821·5686 In Missouri 1-800-892-5818 

Y48GA 
Ouartz Analog Movement 

63/4 x BL size 
2.B mm thickness 

•1•.00 
Battery Included 

This movement used by Pulsar. 
Other available movements: 
y 4B1 6 3/4 x BL, sweep second 
y 590 51/2 x 63/4L 
y 561/571 11112 L, sweep second 
y 572 111/2 L, date 
y 573 11 V2 L, day/date 

BATTERY CLAMPS 
This assortment contains a variety 
of battery clamps. Mostly for 
Swiss calibers, but several could 
be modified to fit other models. 
# 10219 $ 14.50 

BAnERY CLAMP 
SCREWS 

Ever lose the little screw holding 
down the battery clamp when 
changing a cell? You'd very like
ly find a replacement in this 50 
piece assortment. 

# 10217 $ 9.95 

100 ASSORTED 

Dial Feet 
Dial Feet for soldering or gluing 
when replacing a movement 
with different dial foot positions. 

# 10040 - 100 Pieces $ 5.20 
# 10039 - Same as above for 

pocket watches 6.10 

S16.50 
17.50 
17.50 
20.00 
20.00 

~ 50 

" ... 

case Opening Lever 
For open~ng snap back watch cases. 

# 4755 $ 7.85 

s- .} t.O 

.llttrel Borel, 1110 Grand, Kansas City, MO 64106 
Distribution Centers in: 

KANSAS CITY • LOS ANGELES • OAKLAND 



A Special Report/Sean C. Monk 

The Na,tio:nall Case-Marki:ng 

(ld_e:ntificatio:n) Sy·stem 

T he system, originally designated as the ationo.l 
Case-Marking System was initiated in Michigan a 

number of years ago as being the only positive and easy-to
recognize (for law-enforcement agencies) system of Identifi
cation of the watch, or clock owner, through identification of 
the watchmaker, or clock-repairman. 

For as long as one can remember, watchmakers 
and their various trade associations have been contacted by 
the police and other law-enforcement agencies for solving 
the riddle of watch identification. In cases of theft or more 
violent crimes or just for personal identification, the watch
makers case-mark can prove extremely important. 

Watchmakers everywhere are known to scratch 
certain identification marks in the backs of watches held for 
repair. Unfortunately, as most police departments have be
come painfully aware, the task of positive identification 
through these marks, either of the watchmaker who in
scribed them or the watch owner have not been generally 
successful. The reason has been that only the watchmaker 
(unless he or she, is one using the national system) can un
tangle the mystery. Case-markings, for the most part in the 
past, have been in the form of unintelligible hieroglyphics 
to all outsiders. 

As mentioned, the system was initiated in Michigan 
and, with the establishment of a state Horologist's Registra
tion Act (1965), each license holder was issued his own 
case-mark by the Michigan Department of Licensing & Regu
lations. 

Nationally the American Watchmakers Institute, 
with its special committee for this purpose, has advocated 
the system on a. voluntary basis to watchmakers associations 
throughout the fifty states and Puerto Rico. 

How does it work? ... Identification is very simple. 
Primarily, for law-enforcement personnel it rests upon the 
observation of the clear marking of a simple triangle, c,.. The 
triangle, easy to identify therefore replaces the obscure 
hieroglyphics of the past. 
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Having observed the inscription of the triangle 
identification mark, the law-enforcement officer should then 
know that the particular item is registered with the American 
Watchmakers Institute in their confidential file in Cincinnati. 
The next observation he should make is to determine the let
ter code immediately following the triangle. This will identify 
the individual mechanic who etched the mark. 

Let us now clarify the situation, using Michigan as 
an example. The first Michigan watchmaker registered was 
allocated the sin1ple triangle mark t:,, followed by the letter 
"A. The next mechanic registered scratched the triangle 
followed by the letter "B. ' The next was assigned triangle 
"C" and so on, down to triangle 'Z. This, of course, com
pleted the first block of registrations· i.e., the first 26 watch
makers were assigned. 

The second block of letters began with the 27th 
registrant who was assigned the triangle mark t:,, followed by 
the letter combo 'AA" The next became triangle "AB," 
and so on to triangle ' AZ. This completed the second block 
of registrations, or 52 registered watchmakers. The system 
follows on in this fashion, the third block commencing with 
triangle "BA," ' BB, BC " etc. The last block of double
lettered registrations commenced with the triangle mark 
followed by the letters 'ZA'' and concluded with the mark 
triangle "ZZ." 

Once the individual watchmaker, or clock-repair
man, is designated a triangle identification mark, it is his 
personal mark, like one's social security number, and cannot 
(or should not) be used by another individual. 

Now, how do we determine which state the individu
al repainnan is recorded in? The answer is simple; The states 
are assigned a number, alphabetically, by state. The state 
numbers commence with Alabama (l) and end with Wyoming 
(51). The District of Columbia is fitted into the alphabetical 
arrangement and is number (9). Puerto Rico, thanks to Henry 
Fried, is number 52. The complete list of the designated state 
numbers follows at the end of this article. 



To complete his, or her, identification mark, the 
state number is put in front of the triangle mark, with the 
assigned letter code following. For example, in our original 
Michigan case, the first registered watchmaker was assigned 
(and marks his watch case, or clock): 23LI A. 

Personal record-keeping. This is also fundamental 
to the success of the system. Nearly all watchmakers and clock
men keep repair records. These records (usually in the form 
of a keystone record book) should include the customer's 
name, address, phone numbers, type of watch or clock, 
nature of the repair to be performed, the repair charge, the 
date of entry (and possibly release), but above all, the store 
repair job number. The latter is important because it should 
be scratched in (or on) the case along with the registered 
case-mark. 

The watchmaker, or clock repairman, may also wish 
to scratch the repair date on the item, as well as his personal 
registered case-mark and his store job number. The personal 
case-mark need only be inscribed one time , unless the mech
anic prefers to use it with each repair, as many do. 

How important is this program to law enforcement? 
It is very important, if every watch and clockrnan gets regis
tered. There have been hundreds of unsolved crimes, missing 
persons not identified, and so forth. In deference to the pro
gram it has been said that one seldom sees any LI marks. One 
reason, we feel sure, is that it has not been sufficiently ex
plained, or promoted. Let's change that. For this purpose 
each state should appoint a chairman to be responsible for 
collecting the names and addresses of prospective registrants. 
These registrants' particulars can be sent to the AWi head
quarters in Cincinnati. Each person will then be assigned a 
national identification mark (case-mark). 

With your co-operation, this simple system can and 
will work. 

DESIGNATION OF STATE NUMBERS 
TO BE PLACED IN FRONT OF TRIANGLE (LI ) 

IDENTIFICATION MARK 

1-Alabama 27-Montana 
2-Alaska 28-Nebraska 
3-Arizona 29-Nevada 
4-Arkansas 30-New Hampshire 
5-California 31-New Jersey 
6-Colorado 32-New Mexico 
7-Connecticut 33-New York 
8-Delaware 34-North Carolina 
9-Dist. of Columbia 35-North Dakota 
10-Florida 36-0hio 
11-Georgia 37-0klahoma 
12-Hawaii 38-0regon 

13-ldaho 39-Pennsylvania 

14-lllinois 40-Rhode Island 

15-lndiana 41-South Carolina 

16-lowa 42-South Dakota 

17-Kansas 43-Tennessee 

18-Kentucky 44-Texas 

19-Lou isiana 45-Utah 

20-Maine 46-Vermont 

21-Maryland 47-Virginia 

22-Massachusetts 48-Washington 

23-Michigan 49-West Virginia 

24-Minnesota 50-Wisconsin 

25-Mississippi 51-Wyoming 
26-Missouri 52-Puerto Rico 

'ULil3 

Roll Out the Barrel • • • 
QUICKLY!! 

By Ken Law, CMC, CMBHI 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Ken Law shares his knowledge of repair
ing damaged teeth on a spring barrel with his fellow H. T. 
readers. The process is described in the four following steps. 

l A soldered type spring barrel with damaged teeth. 

(Continued on page 3 7) 

* ~·~!• $4..ppor od * Ceulltco t• ol M6hl Aw1ud !y lhe- U.S. Dep1 . o f * Low Ollr-Of·Sro10 fu ilion ft<n 01- E<lucotian 
• f ll\Cnclol Aid A..-oiloblo Jo [~1glbl e Studen1 !. • hctoditod 81 Cvinm1u.io"' Oi\ CoBoges , Southern 

: ~:,fj::o~=~i':~~:1~!'~ For The Hondieopped * ~':!:'tu~ ~~;::!;rm::,:~ the Jewelry 
• APprovod fM Vou1ton• Ttofn~9 ' nckiluy S(nc. 1~4? 

Studont.1 entering tho programs have the option of earning either a certificate or an 
Associate of Applled Science degree. Many universities accept this degree for credit 
toward a Bachelor'• Degree. 

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT THE DIVISION OF JEWELRY, HOROLOGY, 
AND GEMOLOGY 

AN EOUAl ACCESS INSTITUTION 

PARIS JUNIOR COLUGE 
2400 CLARKSVILLE STREET 
PARIS, TEXAS 75460 
(214) 785-7661, Ext. 380 
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ASSOCIATED WITH TIME 
SINCE 1822 

Quality 3Ylade in £le~m.any 
One of the most Trusted Names in 

CLOCKS & MOVEMENTS 

COMPLETE LINE OF QUARTZ MOVEMENTS 

QUARTZ • COMPACT • STANDARD • ALARM 
PENDULUM • WESTMINISTER • MELODY 

•Shaft lengths 7 /16 • through 1-1 /8 • 
•All movements have center shalt fixation 
•Complete with hands of your choice 
•Self starting and service free 

QUARTZ INSERTION CLOCKS 
Fits into board 3f4" deep 

•Complete with brass bezel, brass dial, 
hands and crystal 

•Press-fit holds clock securely in place and 
permits easy removal 

• Dial diameters 3 • and up 

COMPLETE LINE OF MECHANICAL MOVEMENTS 

• 8 day "Westminister" chime 
• 1/2 hour strike, ship's bell strike 
•Weight driven "Westminister" chime and 

cable driven chime 
•Cuckoo clock movements; one and 8 day 

ALSO IN STOCK: 

• Barometers, Thermometers and Hygrometers 

•Musical movements 

•Dials, hands, sweeps, numerals and finials 

• 24 hour movements 

• Reverse running movements 

For technical information, call or write: 

KIENZLE TIME, INC. 
P.O. Box 67 I Fox Lake, Illinois 60020 

To Order Call Toll Free 1-800-323-9094 

In Illinois call : (312) 587-1001 
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 
(Continued from page 16) 

Your watch is not an alarm but 
a watch which in the trade is 
called a "quarter repeating " watch. 

That is, it will ring when YOU want it 
to at your command. You can do this 
by thumbnailing the case-side lever 
which loads a spring. 

These are not rare watches. Many 
were used by blind people, but most 
often were used by those in the days 
before radium dials and hands, to learn 
the time at night. 

E. Picard, the patent holder, was 
Swiss and was of good to high quality. 
Repeating watches are still available to
day in the very high grade watches such 
as Audemars, Piguet, Patek Phillippe, 
Vacheron-Constantine. However, at the 
tum of the century, many companies 
of all qualities produced these. It was 
not a gimmick but a watch providing 
a bit more service than merely keeping 
the hours and minutes. The watch was 
Swiss made. The absence of a name 
on your watch denotes that these were 
made so the the jeweler (local) could 
put his own name upon the watch and 
movement. The engravings on the case 
were standard for such products. This 
is NOT an alarm watch. It cannot be 
pre-set to ring at a given time. The slide 
makes the time ring when it is pushed to 
its limit (it won't ring unless the slide 
is slid all the way). 

Can you identify this trade
mark? It is a one-weight, time 
only, wall clock: 

Can you tell about how old it is? I 
appreciate your help very much. 

Anthony Zalatoris 
Chicago, IL 

Your trademark sketched is that 
of the E. & J. Swigart Co. and 
was used in the early 1900 's. 

Cu"ent catalogues do not use this logo. 

I have to make a verge staff 
for a quarter hour repeating 
watch . I have Gazeley's book 

Watch and Clockmaking and Repairing 
and his book on escapements. I under
stood from one book that steel is en
cased in a ferrule and then turned on a 
lathe. In his other book it seems as if 
the verge is filed by hand. I have tried 
to embed a piece of mainspring steel 
in a brass rod and turned with poor 
results. It broke in the center. 

Is there any other literature 
available that can help clarify this or 
help me? Can you recommend any 
literature that shows the old methods 
of watch and clockmaking? 

Also, I have recently obtained 
an electric clock with an ETA 2421N 
movement. In the technical library in
dex I noticed that there is a parts bulle
tin available. Can you enlighten me as 
to how I may obtain it? I see that it is 
a parts bulletin and I am wondering what 
information I can get on the set-up 
on the balance wheel as to alignment. 

I have had many occasions 
where this knowledge would have come 

(Continued on next page) 

• 100% COTTON 

•LINT FREE 

•WASHABLE 

• WILL NOT SCRATCH PRECIOUS 
METALS, PLASTIC OR GLASS 

• INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED FOR 
CLEANLINESS 

• USED BY JEWELERS, 
WATCHMAKERS, ENGRAVERS, 
PLASTIC FABRICATORS, ETC. 

• CUSTOM IMPRINTING AVAILABLE 

• STANDARD SIZES: 14" X 14" AND 
10" x 9" 

• OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE ON 
REQUEST 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT: 

ti!!~"~! 
7 Stirling Rd.,Stirling, NJ 07980 
(201) 647-4100 • Telex :136416 



QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
(Continued from previous page) 

in handy. I have been fortunate in being 
able to figure things out, but I am not 
against learning from others. 

Milton Shopnick 
Oak Park, MI 

Actually, I do not remember 
any book in which the making 
of a verge watch balance staff 

is explained. Gazeley 's methods are the 
acceptable systems of making the verge 
staff I know that this excellent watch
maker's explanations are sometimes in
volved and it does indeed take reading 
and re-reading for the details to become 
clear. I saw Mr. Gazeley at work, and 
few were as expert as this master. 

If you are going to use a piece 
of mainspring for the body of the staff, 
it would be best to anneal it slightly so 
that the inner strain and grain of the 
metal is more yielding to the graver. 
Some older watchmakers would turn 
the verge staff from a piece of rod carbon 
steel. The flags would at first be two 
square shoulders and the pivots turned 
to suit the height over-all, and the should
ers for the collet and balance wheel 
turn'ed. Thus, the turned piece might 
look like a pinion with its pivots before 
the leaves were cut into it. Then they 
would file the flags or pallets so that 
these were at 9(1' to each other, taking 
into consideration the height of the pal
lets in their relation to the teeth of the 
verge escape wheel, the direction in which 
the escape wheel turned, and the proper 
height of the balance and hairspring. 
The piece, after turning, was held in a 
small toolmaker's parallel clamps or 
sliding pinvise. 

As you can surmise, much skill 
is needed to finish the pallets to obtain 
a good escapement action with the above 
method. Gazeley 's method of turning 
a flat piece of stock and twisting the pro
filed piece is simpler but finishing is 
difficult. Some watchmakers would drill 
an hole the proper diameter and depth 
to just accommodate the profiled piece, 
then filling it with shellac. Then finish the 
pivots, cutting the brass rod and shellac 
away as the graver cuts towards the lathe 
so as to cut the middle, twisted surface, 
still leaving the last part of the staff in the 

"shellac chuck" until all is finished. Do 
not expect success with your first try; 
you must stick with it until you have 
acquired the knack or skill or both to 
complete the job. 

You can get technical bulle
tins by writing the office staff at A WI 
and merely asking for it, or a loan of the 
bulletin you desire. 

Henry B. Fried 

HAVING 

AWi HOTLINE 

(513) 661-4636 

SIX 
BIRTHSTONE 
FOILBACK 
ASSORTMENTS 

IN 12 BOTRE CABINETS 
YOUR CHOICE $19.95 EACH 
ASSORTMENT 

NO. QUANTITY DESCRIPTION 

431 

433 
435 
437 
439 
441 

1 gross 

2 gross 
2 gross 
1 gross 

21.i gross 
V2 gross 

Assorted sizes, 3.0 mm to 
7.3 mm diameter. 12 colors• 
Stone #414, 3.0 mm diameter* 
Stone #418, 4.1 mm diameter• 
Stone #422, 5.4 mm diameter* 
Stone #424, 6.3 mm diameter• 
Stone #426, 7.3 mm diameter• 

*AVAILABLE IN THESE 12 VIBRANT COLORS 

January Garnet 
February Amethyst 
March Aqua 
April Crystal 
May Emerald 
June Light Amethyst 

July Ruby 
August Peridot 
September Sapphire 
October Rose 
November Topaz 
December Blue Zircon 

Available through your Newall jobber. 

Price is subject to change without notice. 

THE NEWALL MFG. CO. 
139 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60602 
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From the Manuscript and Photo Library of Orville R. Hagans, FAWI, CMW, CMC, FBHI, FNAWCC 

Zone Time Dial-

A Description 

rom the earliest conception of human intelligence, 
man recognized the passing of time, and from the 
caveman's knotted rope down to the latest and finest 

precision watch, many attempts have been made to bring 
order out of a chaotic time system. After the standard time 
system was adapted in 1883, there were still 63 different 
kinds of time around the world, and these have gradually 
been eliminated until today nearly all principal countries 
are officially on standard time. 

Great ocean greyhounds, trans-continental trains, 
swift airplanes and the almost universal use of short wave 
radio have called for a still farther advancement in the horo
logists' art. 

This need has been met by what is called the "Zone 
Time Dial," which in reality is 24 hour hands placed on a 
disk fitted to a sleeve of the hour hand and revolving once 
every 12 hours with it. The hands are printed or etched on 
an aluminum disk and are split hands, one-half red with the 
principal city in black. The red hand indicates time just 
twelve hours opposite the black hand. Thus, when it is a.m. 
in the black zone, it is p.m. in the red zone, and because the 
a.m. or p.m. over several zones is always known, this is the key 
that makes standard time easily readable around the world. 

One minute hand placed in step with these hour 
hands gives the exact minute in every zone. This may be fur
ther improved by the use of a sweep second hand. 

This dial, which really makes 24 timepieces of one, 
is a real horological achievement. 1iC:II3 
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Zone Time Dial 



SPECIAL 

NEWS! 

THE NEW AWi BATTERY 

NUMBER SYSTEM BOOKLET 

IS ENCLOSED WITH THIS ISSUE!! 

The monthly column, "BATTERY NEWS" 
will keep you informed of new numbers 
as they are issued to enable you to main
tain an up-to-date system in the future. 

MR. JEWELER/WATCHMAKER 

After you have replaced a battery or 
module do you have trouble closing watch 
case backs for Quartz - LCD - LED -
Digital - Electronic Watches? 

A Hand Press Tool with 
NECESSARY 

VERTICAL 
MOTION and 

CONTROLLED 
PRESSURE 

to do the job. 

.HP-S Easy to@use. 

Complete 
with Accessories 

ORDER THROUGH YOUR MATERIAL WHOLESALER .. -------·--------------------------------GERMANOW-SIMON MACHINE CO., INC. 
Dept. 420 , P.O.Box1091 , Rochester,N.Y . 14603 

Please send me 0 Information on HP-6 Set 
0G-S Catalog witn SEIKO, BULOVA reference list 
0 Info on trade-in for G-S Crystal Set 

Name ________________ _ 

Address--------- Phone., ___ _ 

City _______ State --- ZiP-----

Wholesaler's Name ------------L---------------------------------------

IT'S 
NEW! 

• Precise Dra-wings 

• Photos and Charts 

• Comprehensive 

1 Ht!\\ lo ,\ 1..tkc' , 
, \.\ bodm 1 ~ 

I 
\ \111£ '<·>k '<.I Cir x k 

I 

l"l\ f .1.1 YI !.R 
_____ J 

HOW TO MAKE A 
WOODEN WHEELED CLOCK 

By E. J. Tyler 

A detailed set of construction plans of the 
o riginal Seth Thomas time and strike Grand
father movement of the 1800's. 10 pages of 
actual full scale drawings of pinions, arbors, 
wheels, plates, etc. along with all measure
ments. Wheel gearing is also drawn of half 
of each wheel fo r depth, style and distance. 
In addition there are 20 pages of pictures, 
charts and detailed instructions of construc
tion of the movement. It's all the informa
tion you need. Written for the beginner, 
it's an enjoyable challenge for anyone 
interested in clocks. 
055114 .. .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . .... . . . $9.95 

s. rt?aWJ~lnc. 
Worldwide Distributors to Horologists 

'~, I .lt{?7" 
234 Commerce Place, Greensboro, N.C. 27420 USA 

Phone: (919) 275-0462 
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Timex Movement Exchange 
Movement With Exchange Without Exchange 

23 
24SWP 
25 
27 
31 
32 
33 
40 
42 
43 Rocking motor Quartz 
44 Rocking motor Quartz 
50 
51 
52 
55 Rocking motor Quartz 
56 Rocking motor Quartz 
65 
69 
71 
80-81 
100-101-102 
104-105-106 
107 
108-109 
116 Mechanical pocket 
135-137-138 Quartz 
160 Stepping motor Quartz 
253 
254 
255 
260-261-262 
265 

4.45 
4.75 
4.85 
4.95 
5.10 
5.20 
5.30 
8.05 
9.30 
6.15 
6.45 
8.05 
8.20 
9.30 
6.20 
6.25 
9.30 
8.80 
9.60 
5.00 
4.90 
4.95 
5.10 
5.30 
5.90 
7.95 
7.95 
8.05 
8.20 
9.30 
8.20 
9.30 

41 movement discontinued 

MANUAL MOVEMENTS 
Models 43, 44, 55, 56 
Model 116 
Models 135, 137, 138 
Model 160 

#020-100031-9 

MW-Quartz 
MW-P.W. 
Quartz 
MW-ST. Motor 

$99.95 

4.95 
5.25 
5.35 
5.45 
5.60 
5.70 
5.80 
9.30 

10.55 
7.40 
7.70 
9.30 
9.45 

10.55 
7.45 
7.50 

10.55 
10.05 
10.85 
5.50 
5.40 
5.45 
5.60 
5.80 
6.45 
9.20 
9.20 
9.30 
9.45 

10.55 
9.45 

10.55 

6.75 
6.75 
6.75 
6.75 

Timex ENERGY CELLS 

Type Same as Your cost 
AL Ev 803 1.10 
A Ev 303 1.35 
B Ev 343 .75 
c Ev 323 .75 
D Ev 301 1.20 
E Ev 393 .90 
H Ev 386 1. 10 
J Ev 357 1.35 
K Ev 392 .60 
L Ev 391 .85 
M Ev 389 .90 
s Ev 362 .85 
T Ev 364 .85 
v Ev 396 .85 
w Ev 399 .85 

COMP ARE - LOW COST 

Fancy Crystal System 
#020-100032-9 $29.95 

Contains 46 crystals (one each). 
Reference index listing 375 year 
models. Extra envelopes for ex
pansion. 
Services: 338 (90%) all fancy crystal 
models. 

Detent System 
#20-100030-9 

Contains assorted detent springs, 
clicks, screws and caseback gaskets. 

144 pieces ... . ... ... .. ... . $44.50 

WR.&N.WR. Contains 142 different assemblies, 
cross-reference index listing 1, 139 
year models. Extra envelopes for 
expansion. CROWN & STEM SYSTEM 
Services: 905 (80% of these models). 

Quick credit to accounts well-rated 
by Dun & Bradstreet or Jewelers 
Board of Trade. 

Firm _________ _ 

Address ________ _ 

City/State/Zip ______ _ 

t!ilARSHALL - ~WARTCHI LO 
2040 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, IL -6064 7-312/278-2300 

109 North Akard, Dallas, TX 75201-214/741-1454 
1212 Main St., Houston, TX 77001-713/759-9009 

55 New Montgomery, San Francisco, CA 94105-415/421-2153 
1425 Fourth Ave., Seattle, WA 98101-206/682-6158 

TOLL-FREE PHONE ORDERS 
(except - sorryl - Alaska and 
Hawaii) 9 till 4 C. D. T., WEEK
DAYS. ILLINOIS : 800/972 -3776 
OTHER STATES : 800/621-4767 

SEND MAIL ORDERS TO : 
Dept. H, Box 726, Chicago, IL 
60690 . 



!IARSHALL ~WARTCHILD 

Limited Time 10% DISCOUNT IN QUANTITIES OF 100 New Low Prices 
EVERY EVEREADY WATCH BATTERY AVAILABLE IS LISTED 

Regular Price With Discount 
.40 392............. .......................... . ... . .45 each 

323, 343, 384. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .55 
361, 362, 364, 366, 370, 371, 381, 391, 396, 399 ... . .. .. .62 
313,325,354,377,388,389,393,394,395,397 ..... . ... 67 
309, 386................................. ... .... .76 
301, 344, 390, 803. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .81 
303, 350, 357, 387. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .95 
201 ....................... .................... . 2.00 
355....................... ..... . ......... . ..... 1.45 
CR2016, CR2025, CR2032. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.20 

New Numbers (*NEw FUTURE NUMBERS) 

315 replaces 40, 530, 614, SR716SW ........ . .... .. .. .62 
*317 replaces SR516SW.... . . .. .................... 1.00 
*319 replaces SR527SW. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00 
321 replaces 38, 540, SR616SW, SB-AF. ..... . . . . . . . . . .62 

*329 replaces 24, 525, H-B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .62 
373 replaces 41, 539, SR916SW, SB-AJ... ......... . .. .62 

*379 replaces 50, SR521SW, RW321 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00 

.49 

.56 

.60 

.68 

.72 

.85 
1.80 
1.30 
1.08 

.56 

.90 

.90 

.56 

.56 

.56 

.90 

INTERCHANGEABLE BATTERY CHART AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 

SEIKO PUSH PIN ASST. 

SPP-100 ...... . ..... ...... .... $37.50 

FEATURES: 
20 different-size push pins (5 pcs. each). 
100 pins in all. 
Fitting over 200 case numbers for analog, 
digital and mechanical calibers. 
Alpha-numeric case number guide. 
Exclusive information chart for determining 
proper push pins. 

SEIKO QUARTZ BATTERY 

HATCH GASKET ASST. 
HG-72 ....................... $40.50 

FEATURES: 
16 different-size gaskets. 
72 gaskets in all. 
Fitting over 175 case numbers. 
Alpha-numeric case number guide. 

TOLL-FREE PHONE ORDERS 
(except - sorry! - Alaska and 
Hawaii) 9 till 4 C. D. T., WEEK
DAYS. ILLINOIS: 800/972-3776 
OTHER STATES: 800/621-4767 

i!ARSHALL - ~WARTCHI LD 
Quick credit to accounts well-rated 
by Dun & Bradstreet or Jewelers 
Board of Trade. 

SEND MAIL ORDERS TO: 
Dept. H, Box 726, Chicago, IL 
60690. 

2040 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, IL 60647-312/278-2300 
109 North Akard, Dallas, TX 75201-214/741-1454 
1212 Main St., Houston, TX 77001-713/759-9009 

55 New Montgomery, San Francisco, CA 94105-415/421-2153' 
1425 Fourth Ave., Seattle, WA 98101-206/682-6158 

Firm ________ _ 

Address --------
City/State/Zip 



Marshall F. Richmond, CMW 

Expanding The 

Sl~ills Of Jewelry Repair 

P revious articles have been written to adapt the skills 
of a watchmaker to do jewelry repair. Due to de· 
clining volumes of watch repair, it was necessary for 

many watclunakers to find supplementary incomes in order 
to maintain their standard of living. When we become pro~ 
ficient in doing jewelry repairs, the next step is to improve 
our work. There are many ways that this can be done and I 
will try and outline some of them in this article. 

ASSETS OF HAND ENGRAVERS 
One of the biggest assets that a jewelry repairman or stone 
setter can have is the knowledge and ability to do hand engrav
ing. By this I do not necessarily mean letter engraving or 
ornamental engraving, but the ability to use hand engravers. 
In one watchmakers school it is highly recommended that 
the course in hand engraving be taken before diamond set
ting. Being able to hand engrave is an asset, even though it 
is not used for doing ornamental or letter engraving. Since 
most engraving is now done by machine, some mistakes can 
be corrected and in turn saves the ruin of a piece of jewelry. 
Hand engraving can also be used to touch up a piece of jewelry 
that has been machine-engraved and make it look like a hand
engraved job. Hand gravers can cut away metal that is not 
within the reach of rotary tools or files and can make some 
jobs look better and stronger. Often too much metal is re
moved when using files or rotary tools. 

I took a course in hand engraving before jewelry 
repair in watchmakers school. Since I wasn't artistically in
clined, it came hard for me. All I could do was copy, although 
I did learn layout and design. I memorized the script alphabet, 
old English alphabet, and two different block alphabets. I 
did hand letter engraving in my store along with watch and 
jewelry repairs for about five years. Then I purchased an en
graving machine. From then on only machine engraving 
was accepted. But with the knowledge of layout and hand 
engraving, a much better quality of engraving could be done 
with the machine. The real asset of being a hand engraver was 
that it enabled me to do most any jewelry repair, stone or 
diamond setting job, and to custom make pieces of jewelry 
for my customers. Even in retirement I still make custom 
pieces of jewelry. 
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WHERE DO YOU LEARN IT? 
In order to learn about hand engraving, a person does not 
necessarily need to take a course on the subject. A person with 
watchmaking skills can learn from reading books available on 
loan from the AW! library. Or, you can purchase them through 
A WI or your material distributor. The skills that you have 
already developed in sharpening and using watchmakers 
gravers, combined with what you can learn by reading en
graving instruction books, makes it possible to learn hand 
engraving. 

SOME USES OF HAND ENGRAVING 
The use of hand engravers in jewelry repair can be quite ex
tensive. In sizing rings with shanks that are grooved, excess 
solder can easily be removed with hand gravers. When an en
graved wedding band needs to be enlarged more than it can 
be stretched, it will require that a piece be added. This can 
be dressed to shape with files or rotary tools and then hand 
engraved to match the other engraving. In setting stones with 
bezels, metal can be removed inside the bezel, in corners, on 
sides, or the bottom to make a seat for the stone. After the 
stone is properly seated and the bezel burnished over the edges 
of the stone, the excess metal can be trimmed prior to polish
ing. When setting diamonds in flat settings, it is necessary to 
be able to cut away the metal around the beads and stone 
and finish with making bright cut grooves. This will leave 
an edge which is usually finished with a milgrain tool. In any 
kind of bead settings and many prong settings, hand gravers 
can be used to trim around the beads and stones prior to 
polishing. 

Diamond and stone setting is considered a trade in 
itself. A watchmaker and jewelry repairman will never get 
as much experience in a lifetime as someone who does nothing 
but stone setting for a living. But, since perfection is some
thing never attained, we can spend our lifetime striving for it. 
This will accomplish one thing-a better quality of workman
ship and the ability to produce more work in a given amount 
of time. 

ON USING A WATCHMAKER'S LATHE 
Using the watchmaker•s lathe to make parts for repairing or 



making jewelry is a plus that most jewelry repairmen do not 
have. The lathe can be used to make pierced earring posts 
by cutting off 0.80 mm 14K gold wire to lengths of 10 mm or 
3/8 inch. They can be cut off in the lathe using a number 8 
chuck and a jeweler's saw. Chuck the cut wire in the lathe 
leaving about 1/3 protruding from the chuck. With a cone 
pivot graver, cut a groove about 1 mm from the end, making 
the groove about I> mm long and 1/10 mm deep. This gives 
a good seat for the clutch back to grip into. These can be 
hard soldered onto almost any setting or metal which is used 
for an earring or replacement of a missing post. Rivets of any 
metal can be turned from wire in the lathe. Cutting tubing for 
any purpose, such as watch case hinges, ladies' watch case 
ends, or any time tubing needs to be cut to length, can be 
done much better in the lathe than by just sawing it in two. 
The ends will be square and true instead of angled. Tubing 
can be made from solid wire by drilling into the end of the 
wire which is chucked in the lathe, and the hole will be true. 

OTHER TOOLS 
In doing jewelry repair I try to utilize as many of my watch
makers tools as I possibly can. I even use a crystal grinder 
for reducing the size of softer stones or reshaping them. I 
have reduced turquoise, opal, bloodstone, and even onyx 
using the wet crystal grinder. The time involved is not much 
more than packaging and mailing a sample to have one cut. 
And, you're saving the cost of shipping both ways, plus the 
cost of cutting. This will not work on harder stones such as 
sapphire, ruby, or diamond, which require lapidary equip-
ment. 

The staking tool can be used to punch out thin metal 
discs often needed in making or repairing jewelry. Use a flat 
bottom punch for flat discs and a round bottom punch for 
concave or convex discs. Concave discs drilled in the center 
with a post protruding about 2 mm in the concave make an 
excellent setting for half-drilled pearls when the post is hard 
soldered to the disc. With a little Aaron Alpha® cement, the 
pearl is installed on the setting to stay. 

STRIVING FOR PERFECTION 
After working as a jewelry repairman as an allied trade to 
watchmaking, I have made thousands of repairs and custom 
pieces of jewelry. Looking back, I cannot think of any one job 
that I would consider as being perfect. From day one I have 
always tried to make the next job better than the last. I feel 
that I have done so, but even now I feel that every job I do 
could have been done better. We work in tolerances and learn
ing these tolerances only comes with experience. But as long 
as there are tolerances, a perfect job would be rare indeed. 
We have to maintain these tolerances so we can make practical 
repairs to the satisfaction of our customers, and still do them 
in a time limit that will allow us ample compensation for 
this time. So for me, I will settle on spending the rest of my 
life striving for perfection. Short cuts can often be developed 
with thinking, experiments, and experience. Many times these 
short cuts will turn out to be a more perfect job than the older 
longer methods. Perfection is something we never achieve 
but always strive for. One of the best ways we can expand our 
skills with every job we do, even though it has become routine, 
is to be constantly thinking of ways to do it better and quick
er. 

REPAIRING SILVER 
For many years and still today, many watchmakers and some 
jewelry repairmen shy away from repairing silver. But, using 

common sense combined with a knowledge of gold soldering, 
silver jewelry can be repaired the same as gold. In previous 
articles I have explained that silver is more difficult to silver 
solder since it is a better conductor of heat. (See June 1980 
issue of Horological Times.) Since silver is a better conductor 
of heat, the heat travels away from the point of application 
faster than a lesser conductor, such as gold. So, silver req· 
quires more heat to make the solder flow. 

When stones are involved, enough heat needed to 
make the solder flow would reach and damage the stone. 
Therefore shielding must be used on the stone, followed by 
an intense heat applied so that the solder will flow faster than 
the heat can dry out the shielding material. In a few cases 
with heavy silver turquoise rings, I have gone out in my 
garage where I have an industrial cutting and welding outfit 
and used this to get enough heat to make the solder flow 
quickly enough. The other alternative would be to remove 
the stone. 

REMOVAL OF STONES 
Removing and resetting stones can become routine with 
practice and experience. On many turquoise "Indian jewelry 
rings," the turquoise is of poor quality with black streaks 
in it which often crack. When a ring such as this comes in for 
repair sometimes the turquoise is already cracked. This should 
be pointed out to the customer. In removing this stone, it 
can be re-set by using epoxy and after polishing, the crack 
will not show. This repair will hold up well and the stone 
will be as durable or more than it was originally. This is 
another way of expanding the skills of jewelry repair, and re
pairing silver can supplement a lagging income. 

ONE INQUIRY-WITH SOME SOLUTIONS 
Frequently I get inquiries about difficulties encountered in 
jewelry repair. Many times it takes some experimentation 
on my part to come up with a solution, but since my knowl· 
edge, experience and ability belongs to the watchmaking and 
jewelry trade, I always try and help with a solution. Over the 
last weekend something came up two different times from 
a group of less than 100 people, so it seems worthy of comment 
in this article. Here's the problem: when a flake of gold 
solder was put in position, heat applied to the point that the 
repairman thought to be dangerous, it did not form a ball or 
melt; it just laid there. Several reasons could explain this, 
but most likely either the solder was not properly fluxed, 
or contaminated flux was being used. Perhaps, too, not enough 
heat was applied. In this case the first thing to try is to re
flux and re-apply heat. Usually this is the solution. 

ON USING FLUX ... 
Not being in a position to recommend specific products, I 
will repeat what has already been said many times in previous 
articles, and that is to use Batons® flux for nonferrous metals 
and Aircosil® flux for ferrous metals. My policy on using 
flux so it will not become contaminated is on Batons®. I 
have two small bottles that hold about a thimble full, which 
I change every couple of days. This keeps all forms of con
tamination from getting into the storage carton, bottle, or 
can. The Aircosil® is in a squeeze bottle so I usually squirt 
a few drops in an old waterproof round plastic crystal that 
I use and discard immediately. Contaminated flux can cause 
much trouble, such as solder that won't flow or pitted solder 
joints when the job is finished. If after re-fluxing and apply· 
ing heat the solder does not flow, then the solder should be 
removed from the piece to be soldered with tweezers and 
(Continued on page 33) 
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AWi SEEKING PROSPECTIVE CANDIDATES FOR BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

THE COMMITTEE INVOLVED WITH SECURING CANDIDATES TO RUN FOR THE A.W.I. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS IS SEEKING RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE MEMBERSHIP. IF 

YOU PLAN TO SUGGEST A POSSIBLE CANDIDATE, PLEASE SEND THAT INDIVIDUAL'S 

NAME AND BACKGROUND TO: MR. JAMES BROUGHTON, CHAIRMAN NOMINATIONS FOR 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS COMMITTEE, 4443 JANICE MARIE BLVD., COLUMBUS, OHIO 43207. 

EACH RECOMMENDATION WILL BE CAREFULLY CONSIDERED BY THE COMMITTEE. 

CANDIDATES WILL BE SELECTED ON THE BASIS OF THEIR PAST LOCAL ASSOCIATION 

OR A.W.I. EXPERIENCE, GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION, PRESENT JOB STATUS, HOROLOG

ICAL EXPERIENCE, AND WILLINGNESS TO SERVE. 

MR. BROUGHTON MUST RECEIVE ALL RECOMMENDATIONS BEFORE DECEMBER 15, 

1983, TO BE CONSIDERED FOR THE 1984 ELECTION. 

We're interested in your 
color slides. 

The American Watchmakers Institute knows 
that there is a wealth of talent in its member
ship and that this talent is not only in the 
field of horology. There is seldom a gathering 
of a group of watchmakers and clockmakers 
where a camera is not also there. 

Those of you who pride yourself in the beauty 
of your camera work can possibly participate 
in having your own picture reproduced on 
the cover of Horological Times. The covers of 
Horological Times are reproduced from color 
transparencies or slides. Remember, the 
format is scenery or nature and what you 
submit must be a color slide. Color photos are 
not acceptable. 
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If your color slide is used, you will receive an 
8¥2 x 11 inch color photo, 1/I00 of a limited 
edition. It will be framed and sent to you for 
your enjoyment. 

Mail your color slide with description to : 

Horological Times 
P.O. Box 11011 
Dept. 31 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45211 

All slides become the property of the American 
Watchmakers Institute. 

UDJ3 

L 



BENCH TIPS 
(Continued from page 6) 

Tom, let us attach a handle 
to that portable . . . my knees sure do 
get sore crawling over the floor! 

Here's one from Dean Neuen-
dorf' 

Collect those broken lucite han
dled oilers and plastic swizzle sticks 
and convert them to trimmer adjustor 
tools. If you run across any 1 /8" to 
1/4" diameter plastic rod stock, this 
will work. 

.. . and here's one from John 
Tobias: 

A small ball of Rodico® works 
great to prop up an 18 size full plat 
P. F. & A. while assembling the bridge 
back on. 

John, now what will I do with 
the piece of 18's mainspring with one 
end ground into a slot, then heated in 
the middle and folded over to do this 
job? 

Lastly, here is another Rodico® 
tip-this one is from Jim Adams: 

A small ball of Rodico®pressed 
against the Second-Wheel Jewel assembly 
(part No. 325) of the Accutron 221 
will hold it in place nicely while you in
sert the retaining clip. That's the jewel 
that's on the edge of the train bridge. 

You know, sometimes I wonder 
how we ever got by before that "third 
hand" Rodico®was invented! 

Send your tips to: Jingle Joe, AWi 
Central, 3700 Harrison Ave., Cincinnati, 
Ohio 45211. 

Your fellow members want 
to know. Send in the news •.. 
as fast as it happens. 

Qty. 

Qty. 

I 
• 

.~~· 
~ ':~~- . \• ' r, 
\~1;? ~ 

Stock Llgne !Thick 
# Size -ness 

12300 6% x 8 3.5mm 

12301 6% x B 3.5mm 

12302 51/z x 63/4 3.6mm 

12303 51/2 x 63/4 3.6mm 

12304 51/z x 6% 3.6mm 

12305 51/z x 6% 3.5mm 

12306 3% x 10 3.5mm 

12307 7% Round 3.lmm 

12308 6% x 8 2.8mm 

12309 63/4 x 8 2.Bmm 

12310 51/z x 6% 3.0mm 

AS 1977-2 
(Replaces AS 1012) 

Stock Ligne !Thick 
# Size -ness 

12100 5x7 

12101 5x7 

12102 3% x 10 

12103 51/z x 6% 

12104 63/4 x 8 

12105 17% Round 

QUARTZ 
MOVEMENTS 

Features Model Interchange 

Cell Included FE 6320 FF60-ST69-BU L 
6BK-Shorten Dial Feet 

ESA 961.001 FF60-ST69-BUL 
6BK Shorten Dial Feet 

Cell Included ESA-INT 301.001-BUL 
5AH-AS 1012-1977 

ESA 301.001 INT 301.001-BUL 
-AS 1012-1977 

ESA 588.001 ESA 977.001 

Cell Included 2500.5 Bulova 2500 

ESA 102.001 Replacement for FF59-21 

ESA 950.001 ETA 2512-Dial Feet 
must be changed 

Cell Included y 480 Pulsar 480 

Cell Included y 481 Pulsar 481 

Cell Included y 590 Replaces 432-0ifferent 
Dial-Hands 

Price 

$11.95 

11.95 

12.95 

16.00 

16.50 

17.95 

27.00 

32.00 

14.00 

16.50 

17.50 

MECHANICAL 
MOVEMENTS FHF 69N 

(Replaces FF 60) 

Features Model Interchange Price 

17 Jwl AS 976 Wittnauer 5S-BUL 5AL 45.00 
Non Inca 

17 Jwl Inca Marvin 160A AS976-0ial & Hands 40.00 
Supplied (Oilers) 

17 Jwl Inca FF59-21 BUL 3AK-3AC-WITT 3A 29.00 

17 Jwl Inca AS 1977-5 AS 1012 24.50 

17 Jwl Inca FF69N FF60-ST69-CARA 60F 17.00 

17 Jwl Inca ETA 2512 ETA 2510 26.00 

QUANTITY PRICES AVAILABLE 

NAME _______________________ _ 

ACCT.# ----------PHONE 

ADDRESS ---------------------~ 

CITY -------- STATE ----- ZIP -------

* 
Esslinger 

&Cb. 

P.O. BOX 43561 ST. PAUL. MN 55164 
NATIONAL WATS-ORDERS ONLY - 800-328-0205 
MINNESOTA WATS-ORDERS ONLY - 800-392-0334 
INQUIRES· INFORMATION - 612-452-7180 

REV. 7-1-83 
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SHOP TALK 
By Wes Door, CMW 

Appraisals: YES or NO? 
Part II 

hat to do and say when we do not do appraisals 
was the major portion of our article last month. 
Now we will continue our discussion, presuming 

we either do appraisals now or we are intending to do them in 
the future. In the space of a few pages we will not attempt 
to give a four year gemology course. We will discuss mostly 
the DOs and DON'Ts of taking in appraisal jobs, and give 
pointers on dealing with customers. 

Taking in an appraisal job is a very important part 
of our appraisal. The job envelope must adequately describe 
the item. At this point, however, we must be cautious and 
not improperly guess the gemstone's identity. For example: 
a ladies' ring in a yellow gold-color mounting with a red 
stone should not be pre-marked as a ruby ring. 

If we are using a plain job envelope, we can mark 
this particular item according to our own store policy. The 
printed envelope in Figure 1 is what we like to use, and for 
these two reasons: (1) We are lazy and it's very easy to circle 
a letter instead of writing it (we seldom forget to do this), 
and (2) these job envelopes are pre-numbered and have stubs 
to match those numbers, so the customers have receipts for 
the items they leave. 

There are many good systems to use, but in this 
article, I will use our store method. In taking in the ladies' ring 
in a yellow mounting and a red stone, our job envelope will be 
marked accordingly (Figure 1). Notice we have circled the "Y" 
to indicate the color of the ring, and "L" is circled, indicating 
a ladies' ring. We know for a fact we have a yellow-color 
ring mounting and that it is a ladies' ring. 

Now we come to the most important part : the 
gemstone. It is safest to mark it as is indicated on the job 
envelope. We wrote "Rg./Red stone," which means we have a 
ring with a red stone. If we are positive about its being a 
genuine or synthetic ruby or a garnet, tourmaline or other 
stone then we may write this on our job envelope. 

Now, I know exactly what you're thinking. What if 
the customer knows he has a genuine ruby ring, and does not 
want a receipt for just a red stone '? Thjs question brings 
us to a very important part of our ' take-in procedure with 
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SHOPTALK 

our customers. If the customer says they have a genuine ruby 
and yet we believe otherwise, we should let them sit down 
with us in our "gem room" while we make some prelimin
ary tests to assure our customer (and ourselves) of the correct 
identity of this stone. 

Some gemologists like to set up an appointment with 
their customers for doing all of the identification including 
a complete appraisal while the customer waits. I'm sure this 
is one good way to appraise and does have advantages. It's 
especially good for the customer, who is sometimes reluc
tant to leave anything of value for a lengthy period of time. 

We prefer to have the items left at our shop, giving 
the customer a "stub" receipt from the top of our job envel
ope, after we are sure the customer has no pre-conceived 
notion that their gemstones are real when in fact they may 
not be. 

Here's a case in point. This is an actual experience 
we had with a good customer of our store just two days ago. 
111 call him "Joe" and his wife "Mary." Joe brought in a 
yellow gold gents' ring and explained that Mary just bought 
it for him. They noticed the ring in a jewelry store while 
traveling through a "quaint" resort town the past weekend. 
Mary said she asked the jeweler how much the ring was. Since 
the price was very reasonable, she bought it. Now, Joe brought 
the ring to me for appraisal because it was something they 
always have done in the past with their other fine jewelry, 
in order to add it to their insurance. 

As I looked at the ring, I said, "Gee, that's a pretty 
mounting. Is this a new ring?" I asked this knowing very well 
it was a new ring and not purchased from us, so I was just 
"pumping" for more information. 

Joe said, "I've always wanted a nice diamond ring," 
telling me how and why they bought it. 

At this point, I spoiled his whole day when I ex
plained he had a Cubic Zirconium (CZ), and not a diamond. 
I explained the mounting was worth the $260 that he paid 
for the ring, but the * carat stone was worth only a few 
dollars. 

We cancelled our appraisal and Joe first was consid
ering traveling all the way back to the jeweler in the town 
where Mary purchased the ring. The town may not look so 
"quaint" and the jeweler may not be so happy that he forgot 
to explain that he was really selling a "CZ." We are seeing so 
many Cubic Zirconium stones now . . . we must be careful 
in all appraisals containing "white" stones. 

To test a stone to determine whether it is a "CZ" 
or a diamond, we use and recommend the Gem Diamond 
Master by the Gem Instruments Corporation. It has a probe 
and is easy to use, and if desired, it can be shown to a custom
er, to verify what we have told them. 

In next month's article on appraisals, we will show 
a complete and detailed appraisal form, which may be copied 
in whole or in part for personal store use. 

Book Review 

A Strutt Epicyclic Geared SKELETON CLOCK, by Richard 
Stephen; Making the Cutters, by Richard Stephen and William 
R. Smith; A Pin-Wheel Transparent SKELETON CLOCK by 
Harold Auger. 12x8", 41 pages, plus covers with plastic ring 
binding, 57 drawings and 37 photographs. Published by 
The Watch & Clock Book Society, Ashford, Kent, 1983, 
at $11.90. 

T his is a three-part booklet composed of articles which 
previously appeared in serial form in the British 
periodical, Timecraft. Within its covers the reader 

is taken through the steps pursued by the authors in con
structing two very interesting and unusual clocks. The epicyclic 
clock invented in the early part of the nineteenth century 
by William Strutt is the subject of the first half of this repro
duction. Basically, its concept is of a 66 toothed sun-wheel 
which is concentric with the center arbor and rigidly attached 
tooth dial. The entire train revolves within this sunwheel, 
tourbillon style. Mounted on the center wheel arbor and free 
to rotate on it is a ring-wheel which contains both internal 
and external teeth. A planetary gear in this train makes 8~ 
revolutions for each of the center arbors or once an hour. 

This reviewer has seen such a clock made by William 
R. Smith of Knoxville, Tennessee, after these plans. Mr. Smith 
also is one of the contributing authors of this "how to make" 
book, illustrating how to make the cutters and apply them 
in cutting the internal teeth. 

The instructions are in fine illustrated details and 
should be easy to follow by anyone with sufficient interest 
and motivation. The drawings are professional, although the 
photographs suffer a bit from reproductional processing. 

The other half of the book is an exposition on the 
construction of a skeleton clock with a 276 toothed great 
wheel upon which the weight cord drum is mounted, to
gether with the maintaining power system. The escapement 
is a form of a pinwheel with slightly offset pallets. The power 
as mentioned is supplied by two opposite, unpulleyed weights, 
each 1 ~ lbs. The train is laid out in a straight line. The front 
plate is composed of 1/8 inch thick glass with~ and 1/8 inch 
holes drilled to accommodate brass bushings. The back plate 
is but 7/8 inch wide and 1/8 inch thick, which is skeletonized. 
The instructions should provide those with thoughts of pro
jects to keep busy through the winter months clear into the 
spring. There are extra pages of advertisements for books and 
the Watch & Clock Book Society. 

Henry B. Fried 

SINCE 1877 
BOWMAN TECHNICAL SCHOOL 

220 West King Street, Lancaster, Pa. 17603 
Offers you the most comprehensive courses in: 

Watchmaking and Repairing Clockmaking and Repairing 
Jewelry Repairing and Stonesetting Engraving 

Send for free brochure 
An Equal Opportunity Facility 
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We Salute These 

,.. 

New Members! 
ADAMS, Charles T.-Elberton, GA 
AUGUSTINE, Paul H.-Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 
BAILEY, C.R .-Warner Robins, GA 
BODNAR, John W.-Wheaton, MD 
DAVIDSON, Robert P.-Cedar Rapids, IA 
DE BOLT, Robert L.-Metamora, IL 
DE WARF, Ronald A. Sr.-Tucson, AZ 
DRAKE, Scott H.-Colton, CA 
ELLIS, Herbert S. Jr.-Broomfield, CO 
FOVARGUE, Paul-Painesville, OH 
FOWLER, George T.-Fairhope, AL 
GARCIA, Edward T .-Los Angeles, CA 
GEORGE, Richard-Birmingham, AL 
GOLDSMITH, Ludwig-New York, NY 
HANNON, F. Joseph-Corona, CA 
HAY, Mark W.-Rock Island, IL 
HEDINE, A. David-Cheyenne, WY 
KAI DEN, Clarence-Woodland Hills, CA 
KIL THAU, Robert-Bremerton, WA 
LEWIS, Jack R .-Seattle, WA 
McCOSKEY, Larry-Smyrna, GA 
MURRAY, Mike-Riverside, CA 
NORWOOD, Elton M.-Denver,CO 
NOVAK, Raymond-Milton, MA 
OZANICH, Rudolph-Hurst, TX 
PEACOCK, R.G.-Vernon, B.C.Canada 
RIO, Raymond S.-Poughkeepsie, NY 
ROGERS, Thomas P .-El Centro, CA 
SCOGGIN, James A.-Canfield, OH 
SHOTWELL, R.L.-Dallas, TX 
TRAN, Due N.-New Hope, PA 
WILLIAMS, Louis J.-Jackson, Ml 
YONAN, Babajan Baba-Turlock, CA 
ZAPF, Billy R .-Cincinnati, OH 

SYSTEMY 
For Rust Removal 

A 5 Step Method to remove rust 
and corrosion from internal watch and 

clock parts (including stems). 

Unlike anything you're using 
now. No more endless hours of scrap
ing or expense of replacing costly parts. 

Fast and effective; saves you time as well as money. 

ORDER YOUR SYSTEM 'll TODAY 
Complete system $8.95 plus $2.00 

postage and handling 

SYSTEM Y 
A Division of American Digital 

7720 Evaline Lane 
Austin, TX 78745 
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1984 A.W.I. TOUR 
NOW BEING PLANNED 

he 1984 AWi Horological Tour is in the 
initial planning stages, according to Henry 
B. Fried, internationally known horologist 

who will organize and guide the tour as in the past. 
The 1983 trip was acknowledged as most enjoy
able by all those who participated. 

Two itineraries are under consideration 
for the 1984 excursion. One would take the 
group to selected areas in Yugoslavia, Finland, 
Sweden, Norway and Denmark. The alternative 
route would include: Prague, Moscow, Leningrad, 
Finland, Sweden and Norway. The tour is scheduled 
to be made in June, 1984. 

Anyone interested in Joining the group 
is invited to contact Mr. Fried expressing their 
choice of tour routes. Write to: AWi Tour, AWi 
Central, P.O. Box 11011, Cincinnati, Ohio 45211. 

UITB 

.. §8=~~~~8=~I~~~~ 

North Bennet 
Practical Training 
in Skilled Trades 

Jewelry Making & Repair 
Benchwork course with emphasis 
on fabri cation, repair and stone 
setting techniques . 

Watch Repair 
Comprehensive course for 
repair of all familiar mechanical 
& electro-mechanical watches. 

For free catalogue write to us or call 
617/227-0155. 

North Bennet Street School 
39 North Bennet Street • Boston. Massachusetts 02113 



PICKLE BARREL 
(Continued from page 29) 

placed on the asbestos pad, fluxed and heat applied. If the 
piece is actually gold solder, it should form a ball with very 
little heat. If it does then the article should be re-cleaned and 
fluxed, and the solder should flow without difficulty. If the 
solder does not ball on the asbestos pad, there could be a 
bit of metal in it that is not solder, so clip another piece from 
the strip of solder and place it on the asbestos pad, and flux 
and heat. If this one does not form a ball it could be that the 
solder is bad, but I have never heard of this. Solder laid on the 
asbestos pad and heated without fluxing sometimes will not 
form a ball when heated but will just disintegrate in sparks, 
which is another good reason to always flux the solder be
fore applying. 

If self-employed, we are able to increase our income 
as we expand our skills, thus creating a better standard of 
living for ourselves and families. If employed we can make 
ourselves more valuable employees which makes for better 
security and being more valuable should command a better 
wage or salary. Just always remember that learning is a process 
that starts in the cradle and ends with the grave, so regard
less of age everyday should be a learning experience. 
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ZX1-864A 

Small diameter springtype Dust
proof Crowns from 2.75mm to 
3.50mm diameter; 6 different 
numbers asst'd taps. Contains 2 
yellow crowns and 1 white crown 
for each number; total, 18 crowns 
in handy kit complete with 
chart ............. Kit $25.95 

Contains 12 springstyle yellow 
dustproof crowns with Blue and 
Black stones. Diameters from 
2.75mm to 4.SOmm; has both low 
and high profile stones. Total, 
12 crowns in kit complete with 
chart ............. Kit ·$35.00 

Same as ZX1-864, but shortened 
version; contains only 6 low pro
file stones; others can be added 
at any time ........ Kit $22.50 

Genuine Bestfit® refills always 
available. 

Complete Order Form and mail 
to your authorized BESTFIT® 
WHOLESALER. For information 
concerning your nearest BEST
FIT® WHOLESALER, send order 
form to: BESTFIT® B. Jadow & 
Sons Inc. 53 W. 23rd Street, New 
York NY 10010 

ORDER FORM 

Company Name: -------------
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(not a P.O. Box No.) 
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WATCHES Z INSIDE and OUT! 

Windi~ng Problems and Repairs 
By Charles F. Barnes 

T he advent of the key less wind mechanism, while being 
a great advance in convenience in winding and setting 
watches, presented the watchmaker with maintenance 

problems which are found today with increasing frequency in 
our aging mechanical watches. Although many of these prob
lems do not affect the time keeping ability of a watch, beyond 
the ability to wind or set it, the relationship to a satisfactory 
repair and a satisfied customer is obvious. 

As with all repair work, the degree of restoration, 
finish, and long term durability of the repair depends on the 
quality of the watch and the needs and wishes of the cus
tomer. Often bushing, rebuilding, and making parts when not 
available, while desirable, are not economically practical. And 
so, while mentioned as repair possibilities they are not pre
sented in depth here. Rarher, rhe following is a series of simple 
observations. tests and quick economical repairs that will 
solve many winding problems in less time than ls required to 
de cribe them. When identified and correctly estimated wind
ing repairs can be a substantial part of profitable watch repair. 

Winding and setting problems are ususaJly the result 
of rust, wear or abuse or a combination of these . and must be 
properly identified before a repair can be completed. This does 
not rule our the rathe r rare possibility of a relatively new 
watch with winding problems caused by a manufa turing 
defect. 

Because of the position of winding parts, next to 
the largest opening in the case, rust is a major cause of trouble. 
Stems, set levers, and set lever screws rust and refuse to com
pletely shift the serting mechanism causing clutch and pinion 
wear. Rusty ser springs will break at any time and should 
be replaced. The ame applies to se t bridges when there is rust 
on the detent finger. Rust srains on wind wheel not accom
panied by pitting, can usually be removed witb a scratch brush 
and the parts remain serviceable. Often a little oil on clu'tch 
teeth prior to cleaning will soften and remove the rust film 
with a couple back rums of the stem and restore ratcheting 
action. Where pitting is present the parts require careful exam
ination and good judgement to determine what will be satis
factory. Some clutches and pinions can look terrible- dis
colored and pitted on non-working surfaces. But careful 
examination of the working surfaces, i.e., teeth bearing sur
fa ces and square in the clutch may reveal that either or both 
are serviceable and, except for aesthetic reasons, don't need 
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replacing. A nylon brush will work wonders but a stem that 
has a rough hub that does not polish smooth must be replaced, 
as the damage to the stem bearing can be severe and in some 
small watches could be terminal. Weak or broken set bridges 
must be replaced. Possibly more windings malfunction for this 
simple reason than any other, with a lot of unnecessary wear. 

Occasionally the set lever screw hole becomes en
larged and the set lever then does not completely shift the 
clutch to setting. This "play" is often compensated for by 
peening the cam end of the set (detent) lever with a round 
nose punch. A better grade of repair is to fit an oversize 
set lever screw first, then, if necessary, stretch the set lever. 
If the clutch lever is worn where it enters the slot in the 
clutch, the clutch can slip in either or both winding and setting 
positions. Here again peening a ti.at lever with a punch may 
restore function, but if it has a worn peg it must be replaced. 

Some older watches will have worn stem pilot bear
ings (Figure 1-A) which will allow slipping in setting due to 
poor depthing of clutch gear teeth and the setting wheel. 
Occasionally the clutch will slip under the clutch lever (Figure 
1-B) and not shift properly. This can be repaired by fitting 

Figure 1. A· Pilot bearing worn. 
B . clutch slips under clutch lever. 



Figure 2 . A - Pilot bearing undercut. 
B - Stem carries clutch away from pinion . 

a stem with an oversize or long pilot or by bushing. This 
malfunction also occurs when a pilot bearing is counter sunk 
by cutting by the stem square (Figure 2) allowing excessive 
play of the stem pilot when in setting. A longer pilot will cure 
the problem but it must not interfere with the barrel or center 
wheel when in the winding position. The undercut pilot 
bushing also causes a winding problem when the hub and 
pinion shoulder are the same size. The stem can slide through 
the pinion carrying the clutch away from the pinion (Figure 
2-B) causing slipping of the clutch. Also, in watches with con
trate crown wheel gearing, the pinion will occasionally be 
moved inside the gearing the slip. Correct fitting of the crown, 
as close as possible to the case, will not only prevent this type 
of slipping and prevent pilot bearing damage when cased, but 
also is a serviceable, quick fix instead of the longer stem 
square. It will prevent severe damage, such as a pilot bearing 
being split or torn free of the pillar plate by a sharp blow on 
the crown. In Figure 3 the crown clearance at A should about 
equal the end shake at B. 

Figure 3 . A - Crown clearance. 
B - Stem endshake. 
C - Case back. 
D - Bezel. 

A particular troublesome winding is one that occa
sionally slips when being wound. To test, simply keep pressure 
on the crown from the dial side of the movement while wind
ing. Correct action under pressure indicates that installing an 
oversized stem after rounding up the bearing might be all 
the repair needed. However, wear on the under-side of the 
crown wheel teeth (from slipping) is often accompanied by 
wear on the wind pinion teeth. When the cause is removed, 
the wear still causes poor depthing, hard winding, and often 
accelerates wear. Where slipping has been severe, replacement 
of the crown wheel and wind pinion may be required to 
guarantee a satisfactory repair. Another cause of slipping is 
a worn crown wheel bearing surface or a high crown wheel 
ring which allows excessive vertical shake in the crown wheel. 
Stoning the ring or bending the crown wheel bushing to 
lower the wheel into the pinion teeth will make a satisfactory 
repair. The latter can be accomplished by grasping the top and 
bottom of the bushing with a smooth pliers, where the bushing 
is accessible, and gently raising the side of the bushing nearest 
the center of the watch. When not accessible, this adjustment 
can be accomplished by using pegwood as a punch and slightly 
tipping the bushing by tapping the underside of the bushing 
nearest the center of the movement (Figure 4). This does alter 
the bridge, but remember, it is to compensate for irreplaceable 
wear or occasionally a manufacturing defect. Note: This 
adjustment must be accomplished on the bridge out of the 
watch but references are to the direction of the adjustment. 

Figure 4. A - Wear. lift or punch . 

Often the cause of. clutch slipping is not always 
easy to see or feel, but it can be found. If the crown wheel and 
pinion teeth do not show signs of slipping, the problem is 
in the clutch or pinion ratchet teeth or a worn stem square or 
clutch square. The stem square is easy to check visually and by 
comparison with a new stem, but if there is excessive turning 
of a new stem in the clutch when blocked, the clutch square 
may be worn enough to require replacing. Incidental slipping 
(Continued on page 48) 
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AWi News/Milton C. Stevens 

AWI 
Certified Directory 

hen the delegates of the Affiliate Chapters met this 
June for their Affiliate Chapter meeting, they re
quested that AWi publish a directory of those people 

who hold an AWi title of: Certified Watchmaker (CW), Cer
tified Master Watchmaker (CMW), Certified Clockmaker (CC), 
Certified Master Clockmaker (CMC), or Certified Electronic 
Watch Specialist (CEWS). 

The purpose of such a directory is to provide a con
venient booklet available to use to refer customers who move 
to another city or section of the country, to an AWi Cer
tified craftsman. Such a directory will be useful for our use at 
AWi Central as well. Often we receive requests from the pub
lic to supply the names of certified craftsmen in their par
ticular area. 

Recently, Henry Fried was interviewed for the 
national newspaper, USA Today. During the interview Mr. 
Fried suggested that the public contact A WI for a list of AWi 
Certified craftsmen in their area. Needless to say, we were 
deluged with requests. The article appeared six months ago 
and we are still receiving requests resulting from it. 

The Board of Directors approved the publication 
of such a roster, but because a number of "certified" people 
attending the meeting expressed the desire not to be listed in 
the directory, the Board instructed that we publish only the 
names of those individuals who request inclusion in the 
directory. 

A number of people indicated that their shop is in 
their home and they do not want customers suddenly appear
ing at their door. Others cited a possible breach of security if 
the public became aware of a shop they operate in their home. 
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Others felt they were just too busy to try to cope with an 
influx of new customers. 

Therefore, if you hold one of the AWi titles men
tioned above, and if you wish to have your name and location 
published in the directory, please send us the following in
formation. Be sure to print or type! 

* Name of business. 
* Name of title holder. 
* Title held. 
*Street address (no P.O. boxes will be accepted). 
*Street, City, State and Zip Code. 
* Area code and phone number. 

Include this statement with the above information. 

I hereby request that my firm be listed in the AWi Directory 
of Certified Personnel. 

date signature 

These requests should be mailed to: AWi Certified 
Directory, 3700 Harrison Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 45211. 

No firm or individual's name will be listed in the 
directory unless a specific request is made. 



AWi Bench Courses 1983 

PROGRAMS 

A 

B 

C (al 
c (bl 
C (cl 

D 
E 
F 

G 

H 

J 

K 

L 
M 

Basic Electricity & Use of Meters 
AWi Certified Citizen Quartz 

Watch Technician 
Citizen LCD Multi-Alarm 
FHF 965 
Pulsar 
Seiko Quartz Analog and LCD 
Intro. to Solid State Watch Repair 
Fundamentals of Solid State Watch 

Repair 
Repairing the ESA 900.911 

Digital/Analog 
Clock Restoration 
Introduction to Striking Clocks 
Common Sense Quartz 

Watch Repair 
Introduction to Clock Repair 

Bulova Quartz 262 and 2500 
Striking Clocks-Advanced Seminar 

NOVEMBER 

5-6 
18 
20 
20 
20 

J 
B 
C(b & c) 
B 
F 

FEBRUARY, 1984 

19 
24 

B 
G 

MARCH 1984 

24-25 J 

APRIL 1984 

14-15 J 
28 D 
29 B 

MAY 1984 

19-20 J 

Richmond, VA 
Spokane, WA 
Nashville, TN 
Seattle, WA 
Lancaster, PA 

Chicago, IL 
Bloomington, MN 

Rochester, NY 

Chicago, IL 
Clare, Ml 
Clare, Ml 

St. Paul, MN 

INSTRUCTORS 

Jaeger 

Carpenter 
Broughton 
Broughton 
Broughton 

Smith 
Nelson 

Opp 

Biederman 

Benesh 
Baier 

Bishop 
Benesh & 
Whitney 
Sustachek 
Baier 

BISHOP 
CARPENTER 
BROUGHTON 
CARPENTER 
OPP 

CARPENTER 
BIEDERMAN 

BISHOP 

BISHOP 
SMITH 
CARPENTER 

BISHOP 

........•..•.•...........•................. 
• • 

I AM INTERESTED IN YOUR BENCH COURSE TO BE PRE-• • 
~NnDoo ~· 

.PLEASE SEND ME MORE 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

INFORMATION. 

NAME: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

ADDRESS:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
CITY ,STATE, ZIP: 

••······•········•· •·•·• ·······•·•·········· 

KEN LAW 
(Continued from page 19) 

2 Turn up a blank, thicker if possible. 

3 

4 

Ten minutes on the wheel cutting engine provides 
the new dentures. 

Move the hub and ring to the new wheel, and it's 
ready to roll! liLID 
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Affiliate Chapter Column/Walter Riegler 

Compo6ite Chapter Picture 

J udging by your delegates' responses on the Affili
ate Chapter Annual Report, I will present a com
posite picture including all our reporting chapters. 
Nearly all of the delegates that were representing 

their chapters had submitted their reports to us a month be
fore the annual meeting so that there was ample time to have 
printed copies made for easier reading. 

Some of the chapters not able to send a delegate sent 
in their reports. In the future, if you are not able to send a 
delegate please mail in your reports . The newer chapters where 
time and/or money is a problem should begin to discuss next 
year's meeting. Twenty-eight reports were received prior to the 
meeting, with many contrasting differences, due mainly per
haps to the number of members and their specific needs in 
the various chapters . 

One prerequisite to become an affiliate chapter is 
that there be at least 15 members. Keep in mind that I am 
only calculating from figures given to me. The reported 
chapter memberships ranged in size from 18 to about 400 or 
more in cases where a chapter represented many guilds. States 
such as Florida, Indiana, Missouri, North Carolina, Pennsyl
vania, Virginia and Wisconsin have from three to nine guilds 
belonging to their state chapters. Some states have a state 
chapter and an independent chapter in a large city or metro
politan area such as New York state, New York city, Ohio and 
Cincinnati. California has four independent affiliate chapters; 
conversely, Nebraska and South Dakota combine to form a 
chapter. Some states divide their areas geographically; for 
example, Central Arizona and Southern Arizona, while Illinois 
is divided into north and central chapters. One unique situa
tion is the combination of the Missouri watchmakers with 
the Missouri jewelers to form their affiliate chapter. We also 
have the provincial chapter of Ontario which encompasses a 
large area in Canada. 

You can see that there are many chapters quite differ
ent in structure from each other, usually because of their 
own individual needs and circumstances. These affiliate chap
ters represent approximately 4,500 members. Now this does 
not mean that they are all A WI members, even though they 
should be, considering what AWI has to offer in addition to 
belonging to an affiliate chapter. It is like getting compound 
interest for your money. Also we have some 7 ,000 A WI mem
bers, many of whom do not belong to individual chapters. You 
can see that we have a large overlapping of membership, some 
having membership in both the AWi and a state or local chap
ter and many belonging to either one or the other. Let's try 
to close the gap. The number of states that have more A WI 
members than chapter members is more than 3 to 1 and in 
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many instances the majority is tremendous. 
Local chapter dues vary from a low of $10 to a high 

of $ 72, with 1 /3 reporting dues of $15. Four chapters have 
lower dues while the rest range between $15 to $40, equally 
numbered in increments of $5. 

Their financial needs dictate their amount of yearly 
dues. The rent of a meeting room and publishing a newsletter 
represents the largest portion of the chapter budgets. Refresh
ments can also be expensive; some groups overcome this by 
having a "tincup" by the coffee urn for those that partake to 
donate, offsetting the expense. 

New York City Horological has been charging a fee 
for non-members for years to attend their meetings and rightly 
so, and New Jersey has also started this practice. Half of the 
chapters reported their student members' dues at a lower rate, 
while 2/3 reported that they had associate member status, 
whose dues were the same or greater than the regular mem
bers. Almost all of the chapters publish a bulletin from two to 
12 times a year. Most reported (2/3) getting out six to nine 
bulletins a year, reflecting of course the number of meetings 
held. 

One general area in which 100% representation 
occurred was in the AWi-related (3) categories listed as AWi: 
bench courses, films, and speakers. This means that at least 
one of these categories was utilized by each chapter. There 
was a total of seven categories, with incidentally 3/4 of the 
chapters reporting to have held at least one bench course 
(A WI) during the past year. This sounds great but what hap
pened to the other 1/4 of the chapters? 

Conununications are a must to announce, events like 
bench courses and future plans. Almost everyone reported 
some son of a bulletin sent to members throughout the year, 
usually written by themselves, a few had their bulletins pre
pared professionally. Approximately 25% of the chapters are 
using "Paid Ads," an area worth looking into for added 
revenue. 

I certainly hope that I have shed some light on our 
AWI Affiliate Chapter makeup by using some trivia and per
centages that will stir more interest in your own chapter to 
improve your own makeup based upon what others are doing 
in their respective chapters. Try to implement what others 
have found to be very beneficial 10 their chapter's success. 

Last but not least do not forger those chapter meet
ing reporrs, so that we can all share in your meeting. Keep 
them brief but to the point and constructive. Even criticism 
is good when it is constructive. 

Have a good month and a Happy Thanksgiving. 



NEWS .. . from all around the ASSOCIATION ... 

NEW YORK 
The Horological Society of New York held a recent meeting 
at the Hotel Summit where a color-slide talk was given by 
Theodore Woolf on "Modern and Antique Jewelry Repair." 
The talk dealt with the methods used in recognizing, evalu
ating, appraising and restoring antique jewelry. However, since 
the range of topics were so broad, the lecturer confined 
himself to "helpful hints" within each category. Interest
ingly, the format of the talk was a dialogue between the 
jeweler and the piece of jewelry. 

Included in Mr. Woolfs talk were tips on restora
tion. He indicated that since many stones-even some dia
monds-are damaged by heat, he uses electrical soldering. 
Mr. Woolf concluded his talk with an extraordinary set of 
color slides of jewelry museum pieces that he had restored. 
These priceless art objects came from world famous collec
tions in the world's most prestigious museums. 

Mr. Woolf addressing the Horological Society of New York 

MASSACHUSETTS 
The Massachusetts Watchmakers Association, Inc. recently 
had Bob Bishop for his Common Sense Quartz Watch Re
pair Bench Course twice this past year. The resounding en
thusiasm of those that attended the first session created such 
a demand for a repeat visit from Bob that a second session was 
scheduled almost immediately. 

Having just started their 1983-1984 season, the 
MW A invites everyone living in or visiting the New England 
area to attend their meetings. The meetings start at 8 p.m. 
The location is the Fenway Howard Johnson's Motor Hotel, 
777 Memorial Dr., Cambridge, MA. The next meetings are: 
November 15, 1983; January 17, March 20, May 15, and June 
19, 1984. 

OHIO 
President Wil Ludwig reports that the recent convention of 
the Watchmakers Association of Ohio was a big success. He 
urges members to send any news of interest to the group 
to WAO historian, Howard Opp. 

Dates to remember include Board Meetings on 
Sunday, January 29, and Sunday, April 20, 1984 at the Mar
riott Inn East in Columbus, Ohio. The 1984 W AO Convention 
will be held Friday, Saturday and Sunday July 27-29 at the 
same location. 

CALIFORNIA 
The Sixth Annual Convention of the Bay Area Watchmakers 
Guild was held at the Station House lnn, located amid the 
beautiful surroundings of South Lake Tahoe, in late August. 
During the two-day event, activities included a cocktail gather
ing, dinner, and even a sightseeing boat tour of the famous 
Lake Tahoe. Convention Chairman Harold Fryday spoke at 
the banquet room on "The Future of the Watch Repair 
Business." All members joined in a lively roundtable dis
cussion of the topic, during which a number of vital and valu
able ideas were expressed, especially concerning the impor
tance of quartz movement "retrofit" conversion of worn
out mechanical watches. Also discussed were the prices of 
parts replacement in relation to a cost/profit squeeze many 
of us are experiencing. 

Mr. Frank Hilson of Battronics batteries, the next 
speaker, spoke of the necessity of quality control when re
placing energy cells. As we all know, a major portion of 
the watchmaking trade requires close attention. Mr. Hilson 
also presented the group with a number of free decals for 
identifying and dating new cells inside the watch or calcula
tor case and some jewelry display pads as well. 

The President and Nominating Committee Chair
man, Dave Fryday, reported on the proposed slate of pre
liminary candidates for officers and directors of the guild 
for the 1984 election, which is upcoming. ucm 

Why 
Not 
Drop 
lls 
4 
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EXPRESS YOURSELF! 

·What you do like ... 
what you don't like 
about the 
Horological Times. 

AWi/ 
Horological Times 

3700 Harrison Avenue 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45211 
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Scholastically Speaking 

By Alice Carpenter, CEWS 

Times Are Swiftly 

Changing 

L ast month we heard one instructor's views of the 
problems we instructors are facing as a result of 
the changing times. This month we will hear from 

Leon Martin. 
'The cost of equipping a modern watch repair 

school is enormous," Mr. Martin says. "It has been said that 
equipping a student work station for electronic module 
repair will run in the neighborhood of $4000 to $5000. 
This will include diagnostic, testing, and timing equipment, 
specialized tools and practice modules with some spare parts. 

THE DIGITAL WATCH 
REPAIR MANUAL 

2nd Edition 

A complete manual on 
the repair of 

LED and LCD 
watches 

by 
LOUIS A. ZANONI 

$19.95 

This 76·page, handsomely printed and easy-to-read version con
tains all of the practical information of the original plus added 
features, including a glossary of electronic terms and milli 
ampere hour battery chart. This fully illustrated "How to do" 
manual covers the most frequently encountered repairs required 
of both the LED and LCD watches. The information in this 
book is fundamental and pertinent to all quartz watches. 

FREE with order: 
"The Digital Watch Troubleshooting Gujde" •.•........••...••••.•......•...•. ..• •.....•• 

Send check in the amount of $19.95 to: 

Horological Times 
P.O. Box 11011 
Cincinnati, OH 45211 

Name~--------------------
Address 
City/Sta·-:::te:::i/~z"'.'.ip~-----------------

How fortunate all schools would be if we could have 10 to 20 
such places with adequate course outlines and qualified 
instructors. The product of such a school could easily be 
placed in the outside work world with a salary that would 
make that individual proud of having chosen watchmaking 
as a profession. 

"With the electronic watches Upon us in this country 
in such large quantities, sales are now said to be running 70% 
electronic to 30% mechanical, it is a must that schools must 
change their curriculum to meet the consumer demand for 
watch repairs. While mechanical watches will be around 
into the next century in sufficient numbers to warrant gradu
ates with abilities to service mechanical watches, the big 
emphasis will be on stepping motor quartz module repairs. 
A Wl's REC has long recognized this changing need for schools 
and has been preparing the REC school instructors so that a 
smooth transition could take place in the schools. Now it is 
up to the department heads at the schools to make the neces
sary changes and somehow come up with the monies nec
essary, and so keep their school abreast of the fast changing 
world of the watch repair industry. 

"Some schools have already set up one, or two or 
even more electronic module repair stations. These schools 
are to be commended, and others should follow their example. 

"Students must have a good knowledge of the work
ing tools of the trade in electronic watch repair and then be 
able to make the repairs of battery checking and coil and cir
cuitry testing, and possess the necessary 'watchmaker skills' 
to successfully take care of train blockage and date mechanism 
repairs. Mechanical watchmaking skills are necessary for the 
successful repair of any timepiece. 

"The enormous cost of equipping a modern watch 
repair lab is perhaps the big reason why we as schools are not 
up to par regarding electronic watch repair. These instruc
tors who have been attending the REC meetings are certain
ly adequately equipped to teach this modern art. The school 
administrators now need to furnish the equipment for the 
school labs and the necessary training modules and spare 
parts. Everyone will benefit. Jewelry stores now demand 
qualified electronics module repair technicians. We need 
schools equipped to train these applicants." 

Many thanks for your thoughts, Leon. Each of us 
instructors who has a problem with adequate funding certain
ly finds himself in empathy with you. 

r 



This comprehensive course is designed to equip today's watchmaker with the 
basic skills and understanding required to successfully service modern elec
tronic watches. The course consists of the following seventeen lessons: 

Lesson 1 
Lesson 2 
Lesson 3 
Lesson 4 
Lesson 5 
Lesson 6 
Lesson 7 
Lesson 8 
Lesson 9 
Lesson 10 
Lesson 11 
Lesson 12 
Lesson 13 
Lesson 14 
Lesson 15 
Lesson 16 
Lesson 17 

Theory of Magnetism 
Bench Work with Magnets 
Dry Cells: Voltage and Amperage 
Using a Meter to Measure Voltage 
The Theory of Electron Flow and Ohm's Law 
Using Meters to Measure Current and Resistance 
How Magnetism Can Generate Electricity 
Generating Electric Pulses at Your Bench 
Introduction to Diodes and Transistors 
Experimenting with Diodes, Transistors, and Capacitors 
The ESA Electronic Watch, Calibre 9158 
Electronic Principles of the Accutron 
Quartz Crystals and Electronic Reduction 
Bench Practice on the ESA 9180 
LED and LCD Solid State Watches 
Bench Practice on the LCD Solid State Alarm Watch 
Summary 

In addition to the written lessons, students will be involved in serv1c1ng 
two electronic watches, as well as working with concept teaching kits. AWi 
will provide the watches and kits. This course will prepare individuals for the 
AWi Certification Examination of CERTIFIED ELECTRONIC WATCH 
SPECIALIST. Course Price: $250.00 

Time payments can be arranged with $50.00 down payment and ten successive payments 
of $20.00 per month. 

To receive your course information booklet, send a mailing label to: 

MICRO-ELECTRONICS COURSE FOR WATCHMAKERS 
HOME STUDY DEPARTMENT 

P.O, BOX 11011 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45211 

HAVE YOU HEARD? 

THE 
AMERICAN 
WATCHMAKERS 
INSTITUTE 

Offers a Valuable 
HOME STUDY COURSE: 

MICRO-ELECTRONICS 
FOR 
HOROLOGISTS 

Smv~ng yaur HOROLOGICAL ~ 
TIMES® [!] 

we have the answer for protecting and organizing your 
magazines. This leather-look binder holds 12 issues (that's 
one volume) and is an attractive addition to any library, 
office or home. No longer will you have to search for that 
March '79 issue, or wonder if the January '81 went out the 
door via the last paper drive. All issues can be inserted as 
you receive them. If you are interested in organization, 
send a check or money order in the amount of $8.95 to: 

HT BINDERS 
P.O. BOX 11011 

CINCINNATI, OHIO 45211 

Allow 3 weeks for handling and delivery. 



News 1n the Trade 

JA Predicts 

Brisk Fall & 

Christmas Sales 

"Every indicator is pointing to 
the best Christmas season for 
retailers in many years," com
ments Jewelers of America, Inc. 
president, Mike Roman. "The 
confidence in our economy and 
the optimism for the coming 
months that started at JA's July 
Shows continue to pervade the 
country, and jewelers from every 
corner are looking forward to a 
highly successful Christmas 
season . 

"But, if they are right, 
and if their projections are accu
rate in which they all look to have 
their sales figures exceed last 
year's, it means that at the end of 
the season, their inventories will 
be low. With the Spring gift-giving 
occasions around the corner, the 
February Show will be their most 
important vehicle for Spring pre
paration." 

The Spring season is an 
ideal time to test-market new 
items for next Christmas. His
torically, Roman says, it's at 
the February show that aggressive 
jewelers find new ideas and styles, 
and "test market" them in the 
Spring months. By the time they 
are ready to buy for the following 
Christmas, they know which 
items were "hot" and which were 
not. 

JA 's February Show, 
which will take place February 
5-8, at the New York Hilton and 

Sheraton Centre Hotels, will also 
feature an important conference 
program and a separate seminar. 

WONDOLOWSKI 
APPOINTED 
Colonial Clock Company, a divi
sion of Thomas Industries, is 
pleased to announce the ap
pointment of Stanley C. Wondo
lowski as National Sales Manager. 

Wondolowski has been 
with Colonial as Sales Representa
tive covering Texas, Louisiana, 
and Arkansas since 1978. His new 
responsibilities will include de
veloping national accounts, 
planning of the Colonial and 
Molyneux clock lines, and assist
ing the sales representatives of the 
company. Colonial manufactures 
medium to high end grandfather, 
wall, and mantel clocks. 

HEUER TIME NAMES 
SCHULTHESS EXECUTIVE 
VICE PRESIDENT 
Rodolphe Schulthess has been 
appointed the new Executive Vice 
President and General Manager of 
Heuer Time & Electronics Cor
poration, in Springfield, NJ. He 
will be replacing John Hubacher, 
who has been named President 
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and Chief Executive Officer of 
Rado Watch, U.S. 

In assuming his new posi
tion, Mr. Schulthess leaves the 
Watchmakers of Switzerland 
Information Center in New York, 
where he has been Vice President 
for the past two years. 

Prior to coming to New 
York, he was at the industry trade 
association, the FH, in Bienne, 
Switzerland, where he served as 
the specialist on activities in 
foreign markets. 

Mr. Schulthess is a gradu
ate of the University of Lausanne, 
where he was a teaching assistant 
in statistics before joining the F H. 

Rodolphe Schulthess 

SWIGART'S TO GIVE 
FREE SEMINAR 
IN BONUS PROGRAM 
The E. & J. Swigart Company, 
Cincinnati, an Ohio-based supplier 
to jewelers, watchmakers and 
clockmakers, is offering a tuition
free Queen City jewelry making 
seminar to its customers as part 
of their Bonus Program for the 
fourth quarter, according to Ann 
E. Fisher, Advertising Manager for 
the company. 

In order to qualify for the 
Bonus Program, a customer must 
make purchases totalling $900.00 
or more from Swigart's during the 
purchase period of October 1 to 
December 31, 1983. 

Those who qualify have 
the option of attending one of 
the following seminars: Seminar 
No . 1 - Basic Jewelry Making 
Techniques; Seminar No . 2 - Cast
ing by the Lost Wax Process; Sem
inar No. 3 - Specialized Jewelry 
Work, Advanced Techniques. 
Each is a 35-h our seminar over 
the course of a week. 

For more information, 
write to Ms. Fisher at The E. & J. 
Swigart Company, 34 W. 6th 
Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202; or 
call toll-free, 1-800-543-0309 (in 
Ohio, 1-800-582-1706). 

J. J. HUBACHER APPOINTED 
PRESIDENT OF RADO 
WATCH COMPANY, U.S. 
In a major move designed to 
strengthen their operations in the 
U.S., Rado Watch Company, Ltd. 
of Lengnau, Switzerland an
nounced the appointment of John 
J. Hubacher as President and 
Chief Executive Officer of Rado 
Watch, U.S. 

Mr. Hubacher moves to the 
Presidency of Rado Watch from 
Heuer Time, U.S. where he has 
been Executive Vice President 
and General Manager since 1979. 

John J , H ubacher 



JOSEPH PRESTI 
PROMOTED TO 
VICE PRESIDENT 
Portescap U. S. Inc. announced 
the appointment of Joseph Presti 
as the vice president of the Vibro
graf Machine Division of Porte
scap U.S. 

Mr. Presti has served as 
general manager of Portescap 
U.S . for the past three years. Prior 
to that, Presti was operations 
manager for three years. 

Mr. Presti has complete 
responsibility for the Vibrograf 
Machine Division's operations in 
the United States. 

Joseph Presti 

WESLEY & COMPANY 
ANNOUNCES MOVE 
Wesley and Company of Canton, 
Illinois, recently moved its opera
tions into an all-new facility 
described by Tom Drake, Vice 
President and General Manager, as 
"the most advanced and modern 
watch battery distribution center 
in the world." Wesley's new com
puter system will allow them to 
better maintain proper inventory 
levels by providing accurate pre
dictions of market trends, as well 
as assisting Wesley staffers in 
day-to-day procedures. 

Wesley's mailing address, 
Box 523, Canton, Illinois 61520 
will remain the same, as will their 
24-hour, seven-days-a-week hot
line: 800-447-6438 (in Illinois: 
800-322-2649) . 

GANZ NAMED SEIKO'S 
"1982 NATION WATCH 
SALESMAN OF THE YEAR" 
Don aid Ganz, sales represen
tative for Northeast Time Cor
poration, Seiko's distributor in 
the metropolitan New York area, 
was presented with Seiko's "1982 
National Watch Salesman of the 
Year" award, at ceremonies 
during Seiko's national sales meet
ing at the Marco Beach Re
sort in Marco Beach, Florida. 
Congratulating Ganz on his sales 
performance is Robert Pliskin, 
Seiko's president_ 

Don Ganz (right) and 

Robert Pliskin 

LEO CHERNE'S ECONOMIC 
FORECASTS FOR 1984 
As a result of the enthusiastic 
response of the past two years' 
presentations, Leo Cherne, noted 
political scientist, economist, and 
foreign affairs specialist, will 
return to the podium at Jewelers 
of America's 1984 February Con
ference Program at 9:00 a.m., 
Sunday, February 5, at the 
Ziegfeld Theater, 54th Street, 
directly across from the New 
York Hilton Hotel. 

"Mr. Cherne will recap 
his forecasts of last year and mea
sure his accuracy according to the 
current status of each subject," 
comments JA Chairman Mike 
Roman. "He will zero in on the 
jewelry industry by analyzing the 
status of events surrounding our 
basic products such as diamonds 
and gold, and will apply his 
forecasting techniques to help 
manufacturers and retailers make 
their own business decisions. 

"For 1984," Roman con
tinues, "business executives and 

decision-makers planning budgets 
will need to have up-to-date pro
fessional information in order 
to achieve maximum profits. Leo 
Cherne's predictions have proven 
to be unusually accurate. Jewelers 
cannot afford to miss this valu
able opportunity to hear an 
expert's views on the economic 
and political issues that have a 
direct impact on our business." 

JEROME J. ZAPLETAL 
ELECTED VICE PRESIDENT 
OF SWEST, INC. 
Jerome J. Zapletal has been elect
ed Vice President of Swest, Inc .. 
a leading supplier to the jewelry 
industry, according to a recent 
announcement by F. W. Ward, 
Swest Chairman of the Board. 

Mr. Zapletal joined Swest 
in 1978 as Comptroller with 
responsibility for accounting, pur
chasing, data processing and phy
sical planning. 

MID-AMERICA JEWELRY SHOW HELD IN CINCINNATI 

The Mid-America Jewelry Show was held September 4 & 5 in Cincinnati, Ohio. More than 
2,000 retail jewelers attended to buy merchandise from 135 exhibitors. 

The annual show is sponsored by the Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio and West Virginia Jewelers 
Association. 

Vice President and General Manager, Rich 
lsphording, proudly points the Yesteryear 
Exhibit of the E. & J. Swigart Co . at the 
Mid-America Jewelry Show. 

Leonard Hess and A. G. Bartholomew 
(right) of the A. G. Bartholomew Co .. 
Mentor, Ohio, flank Myrtle and Roland 
Mendenhall, Mendenhall's Jewelry & Gifts, 
Mitchell, Indiana, at the Mid-America 
Jewelry Show. 
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New Products and Literature 

Jadow Announces 

New Diamiond L.oupe 

B. Jadow & Sons has announced 
an unusual breakthrough in the 
methods and the quantity of 
production of a new wide-angle 
diamond loupe. This loupe has 
the unusual quality of extra
diameter lens measuring 20.9 
mm, 1 OX Triplet qualities, and 
has a completely black lens 
housing and edges to eliminate 
glare. The lens is color-correc
ted both aplanatic and achromat
ic. The lens moves in and out 
with ease between a heavy-duty 
protective shell. 

Th is is a new manufac
turing technology and it is pos-

sible for this extra-large capacity 
Triplet to be available at the 
price of $49.95. In the past 
this similar type loupe was sell
ing for over $65. The loupe is 
complete with a heavy-duty lea
ther case. 

It bears the V JG 0 R stock 
number EL-960 and can be ob
tained through any wholesale 
jewelry/lapidary supply house at 
the retail price of $49.95. 

The loupe is distributed by 
B. Jadow & Sons, 53 West 23rd 
St., New York, NY 10010, 
through Wholesale Jewelers/Lap
idary Supply House. 

Jadow's New Diamond Loupe 

GOULD COMPANY 
OFFERS NEW 
CATALOG 
A new catalog (No. 835-H) is 
now available from the Gould 
Company. It contains 264 pages 
and a separate price list. Tools, 
equipment supplies for jewelry, 
watch and clock repairmen, elec-

tronics and general precision in
dustries are featured. 

The catalog is available 
at no charge by calling or writ
ing: Gould Co., 13750 Neu
tron Road, Dallas, TX 75240; 
Tel. nationwide 800/527-4 722; in 
Texas: 800/492-4104. 
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AMERICAN PERFIT'S 
NEW REPLACEMENT 
GLASS CRYSTALS 
BB-Perfit has announced the 
issuance of 48 new replacement 
glass crystals, the October 1983 
New Number Issue. Thirty-four 
of these other than round models 
are flat top and bottom crystals 
for use with new quartz watches. 

These flat fancy-shaped 
minera! crystals are included in 
the FT-6 Assortment at one 
each of 72 other than round 
flat top mineral crystals now 
available from watch material 
wholesalers. The FT-6 Assort
ment comes with a Vernier 
gauge, emery applicator, crystal 
cement, B B-Perfit Catalogue and 
crystal fitting instructions. Con
tact: American Perfit Crystal 
Corp., BB Crystal Co. Division, 
653 11th Ave., New York, NY 
10036. 

MINIATURE CROSS 
RECESS DRIVER 
SET INTRODUCED 
A new eight-piece Cross Recess 
Driver Set has been added to the 
Acu-Min® line manufactured by 
Moody Tools, Inc. Designated 
stock number 58-0201, the set 
contains four cross recess screw
drivers, sizes: :#000, :#00, :#0, 
and #1. 

The :#000 (0.055"/1.4 mm 
diameter) and the :#00 (0.080" I 
2.0 mm diameter) sizes are be
lieved by the manufacturer to be 
the world's smallest mass-pro
duced, cross-recessed drivers. 

Each blade is hardened, 
tempered, and plated tool steel. 
The four cross recess blades 
are fully assembled with four 
solid-locking, chuck-type, knurled 
and plated steel handles with 
Swivltops TM . The set is pack
aged in a compact vinyl storage 
pouch with integral peg board 
header. 

These miniature size driv
ers are designed for photograph-

ic, industrial, and electronic appli
cations. 

For additional information 
contact Lynn E. Murphy, Moody 
Tools, Inc., 42-60 Crompton 
Avenue, P.O. Box 230, East 
Greenwich, RI 02818; Tel. (401) 
885-0911. 

Cross Recess Driver Set 

by Moody Tools, Inc. 

ABC EUROP 
PRODUCTION-
1983 EDITION 
The 1983 edition of the compre
hensive guide to the EURO
PEAN EXPORTING INDUS
TRIES lists over 500,000 manu
facturers of 50,000 different 
products, from 32 European 
countries regardless of political 
or economic blocks. Each entry 
is checked annually before pub
lication. This unique source of 
reference is a working tool 
for buyers and sellers wishing to 
expand their company's trade 
in Europe. 

ABC Europ Production is 
where the international decision 
makers find out what is avail
able in the European markets, 
the publishers claim. For the 
first time the 1983 edition 
also has information from the 
United States. Contact: Western 
Hemisphere Pub., Inc., P.O. Box 
710, Newcastle, CA 95658. 



BULOVA 
WATCHMATES 
Sophistication and elegance are 
the hallmarks of this pair of 
goldtone quartz watch mates from 
Bulova. These unique timepieces 
feature distinctive gilt dials, sculp
ted link bracelets, and scratch
resistant Dura-Crystals® The His 
model (-#92M27) retails at $275; 
Hers (-#92KOO) retails at $250. 
Contact the Bulova Watch Co., 
75-20 Astoria Blvd., Jackson 
Heights, New York, 11370. 

Watchmates from Bulova 

WESLEY RELEASES 
UPDATED '84 
LOCATOR SYSTEM 
Wesley and Company has an
nounced that its 1984 edition 
Battery Locator System is now 
available. The '84 system con
tinues to utilize the Wesley
developed Fingertip Battery Loca
tor, 60-drawer battery cabinet 
and AWi-approved numbering sys
tem, but now has been updated 
to include all new battery types 
developed since the system was 
introduced . Current Wesley Bat
tery Locator System users can 
obtain a free set of updated 
locator cards and new customers 
can get more information or 
place orders by calling Wesley's 
toll-free hotline: 800/448-6438 
(800/322-2629 in Illinois). 

BARONCELLI 
BY MIDO 
OF SWITZERLAND 
Baroncelli is MI DO 's line of 
distinction and imagination. Each 
model is designed as a unit, 
as a blend of technical and 
design features. Mode I 3519 con
tains the slimmest quartz move
ment with sweep second and 
date indicator. The case has 
a sapphire crystal and comes 
in either all yellow goldplated 
or in all steel with yellow ac
cents, and is water resistant. 
Contact MID 0 Distribution Cen
ter, 818 Grand Ave., Kansas 
City, MO 64106; (816) 421-
2562. 

Baroncel/i by M ido features the 
case with a sapphire crystal. 

PORTESCAP'S 
NEW JEWELRY 
EQUIPMENT CATALOG 
Portescap U.S., worldwide dis
tributor of Vibrograf and ln
cabloc Horological products, an
nounces their new Special Order 
Jewelry Catalog. This new cat
alog is available by contacting 
Portescap U.S., 6 Ohio Drive, 
Lake Success, NY 11042, or 
your local Vibrograf sales repre
sentative. 

SEIKO'S HIS & HER 
"SPORTS 100" WATCHES IN MATTE BLACK 

Sport and chic, these two new watch additions add the beauty of 
matte black to the Seiko "Sports 100" collection. Designed for 
him and her, each timepiece is a masterpiece with subtle touches 
of gold-tone. Other features include instant day/date calendar 
and water resistance to 100 meters (300 feet). Contact: Seiko Time 
Corp., 640 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10019. 
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Portescap's New Jewelry Equipment Catalog 
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Classified Ads 

Regulations and Rates 

Ads are payable in advance $ .50 per word , $ .60 per word in bold type . Ads 
are not commissionable or discountable . The publisher reserves the right to 
edit all copy. Price lists of services will not be accepted . Confidential ads are 
$4 .00 additional for postage and handling. The first of the month is issue date. 
Copy must be received 30 days in advance. (e.g. February issue closes for copy 
on January 1st.) 

Horological Times, P.O. Box 11011 , Cincinnati, OH 45211. (513) 661 -3838 . 

Tradesman 

EXPERT WATCHMAKER -46 years experi
ence. Makes parts for watches and clocks. 
Repeaters, antiques, all others. Also, trade
work, all makes, all models. Phone (602) 
986-6150, or write D. E. Simpson, 7726 E. 
Garnet Ave., Mesa, AR 85208. 

BAKSHI WATCH SERVICES- Tradework on 
all quartz mechanical & Accutron watches. 
All watches guaranteed for one year. Swiss 
trained. Certified master watchmaker. Experi
enced with Rolex and Omega watches. 1688-B 
Callens Rd., Ventura, CA 93003; (805) 642-
8215. 

CLOCK WHEEL AND PINION CUTTING, 
repivoting, retoothing, escapement work. J.C. 
Van Dyke, CMW, CMC, CMBHI, 1039 Rt. 
163 , Oakdale, CT 06370. 

WATCH WHEEL CUTTING, REPIVOTING & 
STAFFING COMPANY. WE CAN REPAIR 
ANY WATCH. WE CAN MAKE ANY PART. 
IT IS JUST A MATTER OF ECONOMICS. 
SASE FOR PRICE LIST_ 136 N. 7TH AVE., 
P.O. BOX 1314, HIGHLAND PARK, NJ 
08904. (201) 985-0685. 

Superior Tweezer Resharpening. $2.50 each, 
including return first class postage. Minim um 
of three tweezers. Advance payment required . 
Harvey C. Watkins, CMW, P.O. Box 1738, 
1204 West Cason Street, Plant City, FL 33566. 

Need Quality Watch Repair? Will do mech
anical and quartz analog. Fast Service. Work 
guaranteed. More information. Charles Bunkel
mann, 1410 Sunset Ridge Dr., West Bend, 
WI 53095 . (414) 338-3 770. 
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CLOCK WHEEL AND PINION CUTTING. 
Fast Service - Write for free brochure and price 
list. Fendleys, 25 35 Himes St., Irving, TX 
75060. 

PROFESSIONAL WATCH MAKER offers 
service on all quartz, Accutron tuning fork, and 
mechanical watches. Two weeks turn-around, 
with modern electronic equipment. References 
and prices on request. Mel Hefner Trade Shop, 
P.O. Box 419 , Dadeville, AL 36853. Phone 
1-205-825-4559. 

WATCH REPAIR-Quartz, Accutrons and 
mechanical watches. Send SASE for price 
list. Work guaranteed. Craig Carmody. 2701 
Arthur, Des Moines, Iowa 50317. (515) 
265-3390. 

Quality Crystal Fitting - All types - Glass, 
Plastic, Mineral , GS, Perfit and Genuine refills. 
Spring bars and Crowns at good prices. Send 
for catalog and mailing label. Send work to: 
Crystal Fitters Inc., 21 North Street, Middle
town, NY 10940. Phone 914-343-4434. 

Trade Watch Repair. 34 years experience. Fast 
service. Modern equipment. Mechanical and 
electronic. Write or call for price list. "BUD'S" 
WATCH REPAIR SERVICE, 3748 N. New 
England Ave., Chicago , IL 60634. (312) 
MUS-9590. 

THE QUARTZ SPECIALISTS. All services on 
Analog, LCD, LED, Accutron. Lowest prices 
on batteries. Free information packet. McBee 
Laboratories, 302-D So. 16th, Bozeman, MT 
59715. 

DIAL REFINISHING, CRYSTAL FITTING & 
WATCH REPAIR. Fast services on dial re
finishing & crystal fitting. Finest quality. 
Quantity works welcome. Send your works 
to : Kirk Dial & Crystal Co., 4th & Pike Bldg., 
Suite 625 , Seattle, WA 98101. 

Custom made Horological Parts and Tool 
repair by: Precision Instrument, P.O. Box 
70004, Charleston, SC 29405. Phone 803-
553-1198. 

Pearl and Bead Restringing. All types. Fast 
service. Jean A. Gruenig, P.O. Box 12007, 
1279 Inglis Ave., Columbus, OH 43212. 

CLOCK and MUSIC BOX parts, mainsprings, 
material and tools. Custom made to order or 
repair of gears, pinions and parts. Catalog 
$2.00. Tani Engineering, Box 338, Atwater, OH 
44201. (216) 947-2268. 

Wheels, pinions, barrels or whatever, repaired or 
made new. Repivot arbors. No watch parts. Ken 
Leeseberg, Ken-Way Inc., 19 W. 672 Army 
Trail, P.O. Box 219, Addison, IL 60101. 

CLOCK SERVICES wheels, gears, barrels, 
retoothing, repivoting, mainspring winding, 
bushing, jeweling. Send sample for estimate. 
SASE. Roy H. Niegel, CMC, CMW, 21837 
Woodbury, Cupertino, CA 95014. (408) 
2534927. 

For Sale 

U.S. HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL SCHATZ 
PARTS. PARTS FOR THE NEW 400-DAY 
ELECTRONICS. ALSO FOR KUNDO ELEC
TRONIC. GREENHILL CLOCK SERVICE, 
P.O. BOX 172, SANTEE, CA 92071. 

For Sale - Timing Machines, Watchmaster Tim
ers, Vibrograph Timers. Factory rebuilt. All 
machines guaranteed. Terms available . Also 
available Ultrasonic Watch Cleaning Machines. 
Write Vibrograf sales representative Robert 
Swensgard, 2630-A Jett Hill Road, New Rich
mond , Ohio 45157. Or phone (513) 553-2113 
Territory Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio, Tennessee, 
and western Pennsylvania. 



CLOCK TIMER. Regulate your clocks elec
tronically with the new C.T.l. Clock Timer. Can 
be used on almost any clock with mechanical 
escapement. Pendulum clocks large and small, 
lever or cylinder escapements, anniversary 
clocks, etc. For information write : Can Tho 
Instruments, P.O. Box 80113, San Diego, CA 
92138 . 

ESSEMBL-0-GRAF LIBRARY in 28 volumes, 
Pittsburgh, 1955. Chronograph repairing is 
made easy by step-by-step procedure. Each 
small step of removing and replacing each part 
and making adjustments is clearly illustrated. 
No concentrated study is necessary. $200. 
Write EOG, P.O. Box llOll, Cincinnati, Ohio 
45211. 

20 used Timex movements for $10.00. 20 
used Swiss Jeweled movements for $15.00. 
All complete, sold as is. Add $3.00 for postage. 
G & G's MIRACLE HOUSE, 5621 W. Hemlock 
Street, Milwaukee, WI 53223. 

MOST UP TO DATE PRICE GUIDE Computer 
listings of over 1,000 Pocket Watches that are 
for sale or have sold within the past 3 months. 
Our Computer listings of Mfg., Size, Jewels, 
Serial No., Model No., Case and MOST IM
PORTANT PRICE AND CONDITION. Master 
list includes Ball, Elgin, Hamilton, Howard, 
Rockford, Waltham and Misc' Complete list
$9.00; any of above $2.00 each. Send Case or 
Check: COMPUTER SEARCH AND FIND, 
P.O. Box 367, Butler, WI 53007 . 

Metal cutting lathes, bench mills, drill presses, 
unimats (accessories also), Maximats, Sherline, 
Cowells, Enco, the Maximat Super Eleven. 
Lathe catalog $1.00. Precision tools inch or 
metric, aluminum, brass, steel, all shapes, 
miniature screws, taps, drills, saws, collets. 
Tool catalog $1.00. Campbell Tools, 2100M 
Selma Road, Springfield, OH 45505 . Phone 
(513) 322-8562. 

MINI QUARTZ MOVEMENTS. Guaranteed 
lowest prices. 2 year guarantee. Large selec
tion of hands and numerals. Free delivery . 
SASE or call (704) 333-0221. Hall Clock 
Shop, 1512 Central Ave., Charlotte, NC 28205. 

BE ALL THE CLOCKMAKER YOU CAN BE 
WITH CHRONOS TOOLS. Wheel cutting 
engines start at $409.00, $2 for catalog. KEN 
LAW, CMC, Camp Wood Star Route, Prescott, 
AZ 86301. 

COLLECTORS!! COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR 
EASY CATALOGING or YOUR COLLEC
TION. Runs on Readily Available Commo
dore VIC-20 or 64. WATCH AND CLOCK 
VERSIONS. TAPE OR DISK: $24.95. Or
der Immediately or SASE Brings You All 
Details. PREFERABLE WATCHES, P.O. Box 
6105, Phoenix , AZ 85005. 

Glass Domes-for anniversary clocks, 51/i x 11, 
$5.50 each, minimum order 3, add $1.00 
each for shipping. Curiosity Shop , 2305 Buffalo 
Rd ., Rochester, NY 14624 . 

1890's Oak Roll Top Watchmaker's Bench, 
Lathe and Foot Treadle in Bench, Complete 
Lathe Accessories, Gear Cutting Wheels, etc. 
$3000 or best offer. Regulator Time Company, 
1-913-776-{)977 ; 121 S. 3rd, Manhattan, KS 
66502. 

Established clock repair and sales shop for sale 
in sunny Arizona. Property , business , some 
stock and equipment included . Terms avail
able. Contact Al Converse, 5665 E. 22nd St. , 
Tucson, Arizona 85 711. 

400 Day Domes. We've moved! New address: 
Box 8973 Ft. Collins, CO 80525. Same Prices. 
Send SASE for price list. C.A. Zimmerman. 

FOR SALE: TRIUMPH SOLDERING MACH
INE 110 VOLT. COMPLETE WITH ALL 
ACCESSORIES. USED VERY LITTLE. Phone 
(517) 4844704. 

Original new parts for old Big Ben, Baby Ben, 
Travalarms, Westclox pocket and wrist watch
es. Gilbert, P.O. Box 2636, Lakewood, Ohio 
44107. (216) 226-5177. 

RENOTEST-QUICK CHECKER-$250.00-
Manny Teitch, 3206B Post Woods Drive, 
Atlanta, GA 30339; (404) 955-6927. 

Equipment for sale: 1 Speedi-Trim (Zantech), 
$595.00; 1 Microscope (lx-3x, Zantech), 
$425.00; 1 Alarm Tester, $65 .00; 1 Battery 
Tester, $18.95; 1 Module Tester 1201 (Media 
Dig.), $60. Plus: Case opener, tweezers, soldering 
iron and stand , tool kit, solder, sol-sorb, epoxy 
kit, solutions, crystals, etc. Total worth: 
more than $1200, practically new. $850 
for the whole lot, including crating and ship
ping free of charge. Jose Ruiz De Porras, 591 
Olympic St., Caparra Station, Puerto Rico 00920 

Wanted To Buy 

STERLING FLATWARE STOCKS-new or 
used needed. Call us before you sell for scrap. 
Also wanted: silver, diamonds, gold scrap, 
coins and coin collections. Call or write: Mr. 
Neff, HT, WFN Enterprises, 2300 Henderson 
Mill Rd., N.E. Suite 318, Atlanta , Georgia 
30345. Phone 404-938-0744. 

IMMEDIATE CASH PAID!! Old Mine and 
Old European cut diamonds. Especially needed: 
Stones over 1 carat. Ship with phone number 
for highest offer, or call Mr. Neff, (404) 938-
0744. W. F. N. Enterprises, Inc., HT, 2300 
Henderson Mill Rd .. NE, Suite 318, Atlanta, 
Georgia 30345. 

WANTED: Pump Type Ring Stretcher and 
Watch Master Ultrasonic Watch Cleaner -
Model WT. (319) 556-5661. 

IMMEDIATE CASH PAID for Gold, Silver, 
Platinum, any form! Jewelry scrap, filin!!S, 
gold filled, sterling! Immediate top dollar 
cash offer return mail! Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Ship insured/registered mail to: American 
Metals Co., 253 King St., Charleston, SC 
29401; (803) 722-2073. 

Wanted To Buy: Horolovar 400-Day Main
spring Winder. (319) 556-5661. 

Schools 
Correspondence courses in Quartz - Accutron -
Watchmaking - Jewelry. Free folders. Watch
making Institute of Canada, 1012 Mt. Royal 
East, Montreal, H2J 1X6. Telephone (514) 
523-7623. 

· Help W~nted 

WATCH REPAIR INSTRUCTOR-Require a 
CMW, CW or individual with equivalent bench 
experience to instruct students of a rehabili
tation facility in the basic theory & construc
tion of watches. Repair & regulation of both 
mechanical & electronic watches. Submit 
Resume or letter along with salary require
ments to: P.O. Box 15848, Cincinnati, Ohio 
45215. 
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Dates To Remember 

NOVEMBER 

5-6-Horological Association of California Con
vention; Hyatt Regency; Anaheim, CA. 

5-11-New York Tabletops & Accessories 
Fall Show; 5th Ave. and 28th St., 
New York, NY; (201) 779-4997. 

6-7-International Tabletops Show; Dallas Mar
ket Center; Dallas, TX; (214) 655-
6100. 

12-Watchmakers Association of New Jersey 
Annual Dinner Dance; Royal Hawaiian 
Palm; Lyndhurst, NJ; (212) 698-7506. 

13-Consolidated Retail Jewelers Assn. of 
Greater New York Annual Banquet; 
Sheraton Centre Hotel; New York, 
NY; (516) 921-8760. 

15-Meeting of the Massachusetts Watch
makers Assn., Inc.; Fenway Howard 
Johnson's Motor Hotel, 777 Memorial 
Dr., Cambridge, MA. 

16-International Precious Metals Institute's 
Eastern Analytical Symposium; New 
York Statler Hotel; New York, NY; 
(212) 625-3339. 

27-Dec. I-Wholesale Buyers' Gift Fair; Mt. 
Royal Hotel; London, England; (212) 
752-8400 . 

WATCHES INSIDE & OUT! 
(Continued from page 35) 

JANUARY 1984 

7-10-Consumer Electronics Show; Convention 
Center; Hilton Hotel; Riviera Hotel; 
Las Vegas, NV; (312) 861-1040. 

8-12-Atlantic City China & Glass Show; 
Atlantic City Convention Center; At
lantic City, NJ; (212) 986-8000. 

13-18-Bijorhca: International Jewelry, Clocks 
and Gifts Exhibition; Pare des Exposi
tions; Porte de Versailles , Paris, France; 
(212) 869-1720. 

14-The Twenty-Four Karat Club of New 
York Annual Banquet; Waldorf-Astoria 
Hotel; New York, NY; (212) 687-
0328. 

14-16-Jewelers International Showcase; Miami 
Beach Convention Center; Miami Beach, 
FL; (305) 255-6095. 

17-Meeting of the Massachusetts Watch
makers Assn., Inc.; Fenway Howard 
Johnson 's Motor Hotel, 777 Memorial 
Dr. , Cambridge, MA. 

29-Meeting of the Watchmakers Assn. of 
Ohio; Marriott Inn East; Columbus, 
OH. 

FEBRUARY 1984 

4-11-TUCSON - 1984, Gem Shows, Inc.; 
404 N. Freeway, Tucson, AZ 85703; 
(602) 624-8341. 
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can be the result of a sloppy fit of the clutch, pinion, or stem. 
When slipping is present it can be seen by carefully observing 
while winding slowly. If the set spring tension is adequate and 
the clutch, pinion, and stem fit properly, but the clutch teeth 
move away from the pinion, there must be worn or poorly 
shaped teeth. Often only one part is at fault and can be 
identified by careful observation. The locking surface of the 
teeth must be perpendicular or have a positive angle of lock 
to be satisfactory. Often only the clutch or the pinion is worn, 
probably due to a difference in the hardness of the steel. 

Observation with magnification should identify the part 
needing replacement. Even a couple of uneven teeth can make 
a fine watch sound terrible when wound, be a disappointment 
to the owner, and soon require another repair. 
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Slipping and partial winding can also be caused by 
a ratchet wheel that does not align properly with a crown 
wheel. If the crown wheel shake is correct, the cause is 
usually an out-of-upright barrel arbor or an arbor square that 
is not true. When available, replacement of the damaged arbor 
is usually the most economical repair. Badly worn barrel 
bridges should be replaced or bushed. 



Seiko believes the world's 
most advanced ti1mepieces deserve 

the \Norld's most advanced 
after-sale support system. 

At Seiko today, it normally takes about 6 to 9 working days for in-warranty 
job completion! What's more, the simplicity of control saves time and headaches, 
and fosters the kind of special relationship between Seiko dealers and their 
customers that you want and deserve. 

How is this industry breakthrough 
accomplished? With the help of our Seiko 
service professionals, thoroughly trained 
experts, every one. With a service-and 
materials system destined to be the most 
efficient in the industry-the most 
sophisticated and advanced computer
backed system imaginable. 

From the moment a watch arrives at a 
Seiko Service Center, all pertinent facts about it 

go into our computer system. We can monitor it 
through the repair cycle. Pinpoint its status at 

any time. Maintain an incomparably detailed record of 
every watch we handle, retrievable from the system for 

years to come. 
We've streamlined our 

supplemental services as 
well. Our unique microfiche system puts 
all the technical 'information you'll 
ever need to know about any Seiko 
watch at your fingertips easily and 
inexpensively. And we offer full-scale 
instruction bench course progmms. Now 
Seiko service is upgraded to parallel 
the fine reputation of Seiko and its 
dealers everywhere. 

In servicing our superb timepieces 
Seiko has gone all out to achieve 
the same single-minded standard 
of leadership that prevails in -=~:iiliiii•-.iliiiiiiiii;;:.J 
producing them. Our way of best serving you, our 
valued Seiko Authorized Dealers. 

SEIKO 
Setting the standard for the world, for the future. 






